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Shifting wave of supporting industries
According to Dr. Loc, to receive the new wave of FDI

investment, Vietnam must
correctly identify the nature of this
investment wave as the shifting
wave of supporting industries.
Therefore, VCCI President asked
the National Assembly to assign
the Government to soon develop a
bill on the supporting industry to

submit to the National Assembly for promulgation to
promote this important industry.

In his speech, Dr. Vu Tien Loc said the Ambassador of
Japan to Vietnam told him that 15 out of 30 Japanese
enterprises applying for support from the Japanese
Government to shift their investment chose Vietnam as their
preferred destination. The General Director of Samsung
Complex in Vietnam also said that the largest research and
development center in Southeast Asia is being built by
Samsung in Hanoi.

Promoting Institutional Reforms and
Supporting Industries 
“At the Indo-Pacific Business Forum, hosted by VCCI with the participation of
over 2,000 delegates from 50 countries and territories, Vietnamese and U.S.
businesses signed cooperation agreements in investment projects worth over
US$11 billion, mainly in infrastructure development and renewable energy. There
will be big opportunities to attract investment capital into Vietnam in the coming
time,” said VCCI President Vu Tien Loc in reporting to the National Assembly in
the Plenary Session on the socio-economic situation of the 10th Session of the
14th National Assembly in early November.

Anh MAi 

VCCI President Vu Tien Loc addresses the NA meeting

F



Dr. Loc affirmed that if Vietnam could not develop
supporting industries and gradually rise to higher segments
in the supply chains, even if Vietnam could attract tens or
hundreds of billions of USD in FDI in the coming time, the
economy would not be able to get away from dependence
on cheap labor and the country would not escape the
middle income trap.

Assessing the development achievements of the 2016-
2020 period, VCCI President said that although some
targets did not meet the plan, the results of socio-economic
development had been achieved, especially five bright spots
in the picture of socio-economic development in Vietnam
in the past term.

It includes the anti-corruption work that initially has
clear results, making a breakthrough in this term,
contributing to creating a fair and low-cost business
environment with integrity for businesses and
strengthening the confidence of people in the
determination to reform the political system of the Party
and State.

In addition, during the past years, Vietnam has focused
more on institutional reform; the Government has
successfully launched three waves of administrative
procedure reform, removing thousands of sub-licenses;
cutting and simplifying 50% -60% of business conditions
and specialized inspections. 

In particular, Vietnam has intensively integrated with
the world through two agreements: CPTPP and EVFTA,
contributing to expanding markets and promoting
institutional reform according to the highest international
standards.

Notably, during the Covid-19 pandemic, the
preeminence of the Vietnamese
political institutions and the core
competitiveness of the
Vietnamese socio-economic
system once again shone.
Vietnam is becoming a safe
destination for the international
business community on its

journey to build safer and more responsible
global supply chains.

However, Dr. Loc also frankly admitted that
the economic picture of Vietnam still had many
dark points. While macroeconomic policies
such as fiscal, monetary and development
policies in agriculture and export are planned
relatively well, the Covid-19 pandemic is also a
test which shows that Vietnam's social security
still has many gaps. Although the number of
people participating in social insurance has
increased by 1.3 times over the past five years, it
accounts for only one third of the workforce. It
is partly because the informal sector in the
Vietnamese economy is too large, and the
majority of workers will not receive the
necessary support at the right time. In addition,
the design and implementation of the VND62
trillion emergency support package for workers
and disadvantaged people is still confusing and
ineffective.

Institutional reform is needed
Regarding the development orientation for the next five

years, although he agreed with the economic growth target
proposed by the Government, Dr. Vu Tien Loc said that
this was a challenging goal if looking at the real growth
throughout over a decade.

“From 2010 to 2019, Vietnam's GDP only increased by
an average of 6.3%/year. If including both 2009 and 2020,
the number is even lower. Therefore, an average growth
target of 6.5-7% over the next five years is, in my opinion, a
very arduous goal. Similarly, the target of GDP per capita of
US$4,700 - 5,000 by 2025 will also require a lot of effort,”
said Dr. Loc. 

In his opinion, having aspirations is necessary and
setting high goals will boost the system to make more effort,
but it will also put pressure on fiscal and monetary policies,
and possibly push the economy into macro instability as
happened in the past.

"This goal needs thoughtful consideration and I suggest
the Government give priority to stability goals, considering
the macro-economic stability goal as the foundation for all
development plans," said Dr. Loc.

He also said that to promote high growth while ensuring
macroeconomic stability, the very first solution was to
continue institutional reforms to promote business
development and investment capital sources. We need to be
determined to achieve the goal of bringing Vietnam into the
group of top 3-4 economies with the best business
environment and competitiveness in ASEAN in this term.

VCCI President suggested that the program of
reviewing and removing overlapping regulations and
inadequacies in the legal system of business started by the
government should be implemented urgently and
drastically. He also proposed the Government have a
business development program for the whole term aiming
to have at least 1.5 million enterprises operating effectively
by 2025. In addition, there should be a legal framework and
policies to promote 5.4 million household businesses so
that this sector will not be left behind.n
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VCCI

F

Deputy PM, FM Pham Binh Minh, VCCI President Vu Tien Loc, U.S. Ambassador

Daniel Kritenbrink and other distinguished delegates witness the signing of

seven major deals at the Indo-Paciic Business Forum 
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VCCI Assumes Many Important Roles in 2020

Vietnam Business Summit 2020 (VBS 2020)
Since the success of the first gathering held within the

framework of APEC 2017, with the slogan “Vietnam: We
mean business”, VBS, chaired by VCCI, has become the

annual largest trade and investment promotion forum in
Vietnam, which brings together more than 1,000 well-reputed
domestic and foreign businesses seeking for new business
cooperation opportunities.

In 2020, held on November 12, 2020, VBS
2020 shared opportunities for investors to learn
about Vietnam's economic prospects amid the
Covid-19 pandemic outbreak, as well as identify
potential cooperation in Vietnam's strong
industries in the difficult global economic
context such as logistics, agriculture and IT
services.

VCCI President Vu Tien Loc - Chair of VBS
2020 - said, the past five years witnessed a 1.5-
fold growth of companies, three waves of reform,
a 50-60% reduction of business administrative
procedures and sub-licenses. A special working
group was established to review shortcomings
and overlapping procedures related to business
and investment. In the coming time, the
Government will steadfastly aim at promoting
economic development amid the Covid-19
pandemic outbreak.

The global contagion of Covid-19 pandemic since early 2020 has caused much
distress and serious adversity on socioeconomic performance. The Vietnam
Chamber of Commerce and Industry (VCCI) has, however, still managed to
undertake many important roles and responsibilities.

huong Ly

East Asian Business Council (EABC)
In 2020, Dr. Vu Tien Loc assumed the

chairmanship of the East Asia Business
Council (EABC). VCCI successfully hosted
EABC meetings (from 46th to 49th)
themed “For a prosperous and inclusive
future for East Asia”. The East Asian
business community voiced support for the
signing of the Regional Comprehensive
Economic Partnership (RCEP), the ASEAN
Plus Three Emergency Rice Reserve
(APTERR), the East Asia Business
Exchange (EABEX) on ASEAN+3's website
to accelerate public-private partnership
(PPP) and strengthen regional economic
integration. EABC acted to support and
encourage micro, small and medium-sized
enterprises (MSMEs) to participate in
digital transformation and develop regional
rules to facilitate digital application.

PM Nguyen Xuan Phuc (R) and VCCI President Vu Tien Loc co-chair the ASEAN Plus

Three Leaders’ Interface with Representatives of East Asia Business Council

Deputy PM Truong Hoa Binh delivers a speech at the Vietnam Business Summit 2020

F



ASEAN Women Entrepreneur Summit 2020

The ASEAN Women Entrepreneur Summit 2020 themed
“Making changes for a stronger and more responsive women
entrepreneur community” helped enhance the image and
position of Vietnamese women entrepreneurs in the year
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VCCI

ASEAN Business and Investment Summit
2020 (ASEAN BIS 2020)

Opened immediately after the Vietnam Business Summit
(VBS) 2020, the ASEAN Business and Investment Summit
(ASEAN ABIS) 2020 officially took place in Hanoi from
November 13-14, 2020 with the theme “Digital ASEAN:
Sustainable and Inclusive”. The event welcomed high-level
leaders of 10 ASEAN countries and eight ASEAN dialogue
partners to deliver their keynote speeches to the ASEAN
business community on building a developing and sustainable
ASEAN, overcoming pandemic challenges and utilizing the
digital revolution.

ASEAN BIS 2020 was hosted by VCCI, the ASEAN
Business Advisory Council (ASEAN BAC) and other agencies.
The event was attended by ASEAN leaders, partners and
businesses in the region. It demonstrated the government-
private partnership for a developing and prosperous ASEAN.

ASEAN BIS 2020 provided an opportunity for leaders and
the business community in the region to discuss together
ASEAN economic prospects, share with each other about
investment in environment, social and corporate governance
(ESG), and foster digitally based technology development while
taking care of people's lives to achieve green growth, good
governance, sustainable and inclusive development, at the same
time leaving no one behind.

Apart from joint relief and reconstruction programs, VCCI
President Loc suggested that governments focus on measures to
support MSMEs, young businesses, and women-led companies
and innovative startups, which are most vulnerable to the
Covid-19 pandemic and employ hundreds of millions of
ASEAN workers. They are considered the star of hope for the
digital economy and inclusive sustainable development models.
Necessary support measures for potential but troubled fields
such as aviation, tourism, accommodation and food services
should also be launched immediately as they may boom when
the pandemic ends.

He hoped that efforts to promote integration and strengthen
ASEAN-partner connectivity will be boosted even in the context
of Covid-19 pandemic outbreak to make ASEAN the heart of
regional economic integration.

ASEAN Business Advisory Council 
(ASEAN BAC)

ASEAN BAC’s overarching theme is supporting and
preparing for MSMEs, the key economic drivers of
ASEAN countries, to readily respond to emerging
opportunities and challenges from the digital age and the
rapidly changing business environment to grow stronger
and more sustainable.

Supporting digital transformation for MSMEs will also
bring equal opportunities to vulnerable groups such as
women, young entrepreneurs and the poor, placing people
at the center, fostering innovation and inclusive growth,
and leaving no one behind. These are also the targets of
the ASEAN Digital Startup legacy project hosted by
ASEAN BAC in 2020.

ASEAN BIS 2020 welcomes high-level leaders of 10 ASEAN

countries and eight ASEAN dialogue partners

Vice President Dang Thi Ngoc Thinh and other delegates at the

ASEAN Women Entrepreneur Summit 2020

F
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Vietnam assumed the ASEAN Chairmanship. The summit was
part of events hosted by VCCI on the sidelines of the ASEAN
Summit 2020.

Four theme-based breakout sessions saw speeches and
attendance by famous experts and outstanding businesswomen in
ASEAN on solutions to support women-led businesses to actively
adapt to Covid-19 pandemic; accelerate digital transformation and
comprehensive recovery for women-owned businesses; and
stimulate smart investment through gender perspective and boost
effective partnerships through networks.

The ASEAN Women Entrepreneur Summit 2020
unanimously approved five recommendations to ASEAN
Economic Leaders, which will be submitted to ASEAN ABAC
and related ASEAN senior leadership meetings. The
recommendations included improving businesswomen’s access
to support resources, especially from governments, credit
institutions, and social organizations for women-led enterprises
to increase their resilience and response to existing challenges
caused by the Covid-19 pandemic and rapidly recover
comprehensively after the pandemic; developing human
resources, capacity, access to new technologies, technological
literacy and digital tools for women entrepreneurs; building a
gender-responsive ecosystem for nurturing enterprises;
strengthening national financial policies, legal frameworks,
infrastructure and institutional reforms to encourage capital
market creation and promote smart investment through a
gender lens for business, manufacturing and service activities.

Indo Pacific Business Forum
The third Indo Pacific Business Forum took place in Hanoi.

Deputy Prime Minister Pham Binh Minh and U.S. Secretary of State
Mike Pompeo delivered opening speeches to the forum. The event was
also attended by ministers, government officials of Vietnam and the
U.S. and nearly 2,500 delegates attending the conference both virtually
and in-person.

VCCI President Vu Tien Loc said, “President Trump said that
Vietnam is located in the heart of the Indo-Pacific region. VCCI is
honored to co-host this forum with the U.S. Chamber of Commerce,
attended by nearly 2,000 delegates, including government officials,
businesses, and partners from countries in the Indo-Pacific region.
Once again, the business community affirms its commitment to a free
and open Indo-Pacific.”

The forum witnessed contracts worth US$11 billion signed by
Vietnam and the United States.

By hosting many major international events, VCCI has
increasingly asserted its position and role of gathering and
representing the business
community and businesspeople;
advising the Government;
promoting trade and investment;
developing businesses, supporting
enterprises to integrate into the
world; and representing employers
toward sustainable development.n

Ms. NGUYEN THI NGA

CHAIRWOMAN OF ABA 2020, ASEAN BAC MEMBER

In 2020, under the presidency of Vietnam, the
significance of ABA 2020 is even more special when
ASEAN businesses need to work together to overcome
difficulties and take advantage of opportunities after the
Covid-19 pandemic outbreak, to further contribute to
ASEAN's economic growth and prosperity.

In a special context of 2020, together with professional
host, VCCI, and the support from all ASEAN leaders,
businesses across the region can see this as an opportunity
to honor their efforts to undertake sustainable
development amid economic crisis and help society reduce
adverse effects of Covid-19 pandemic.

Ms. HA THI THU THANH 

CHAIRWOMAN OF THE BOARD OF MEMBERS, DELOITTE VIETNAM

CO., LTD

As a strategic partner of the ABA Award 2020, Deloitte
experts closely and effectively coordinated with the
organizers - VCCI and BRG Group - to promptly support
candidate companies; worked with judging panels in
ASEAN countries to achieve the common goal of constantly
improving award quality and status. At the same time,
Deloitte also ensured transparency, adhered to judging
standards and ensured the progress of selecting most
deserving businesses and entrepreneurs in Southeast Asia.

Mr. PHAM DINH DOAN

CHAIRMAN OF THE VIETNAM FAMILY BUSINESS COUNCIL,

CHAIRMAN OF PHU THAI GROUP

The “Party with Entrepreneurs” Dialogue
themed “Responsibility of businesses in building
a powerful Vietnam - Proposals to the Party and
expectations of entrepreneurs on the 13th Party
Congress” organized by VCCI conveyed the
message that the Party and the Government need
to believe in the Vietnamese business community
as they are resilient, ambitious, and strong-
minded.

In the past time, VCCI has made many
important recommendations to the Government.
Although the Covid-19 pandemic has cast a very
serious impact on businesses, opportunities for
them are still available. What I want to say is
how the Party and Government need to further
improve the investment environment,
transparency and institutions as much as
possible.

The 21st century is the time of cooperation.
The greatest strength of the business community
and an organization is the cooperation, standing
united for success. In the future, VCCI will
continue to be the common roof for the business
community to come together for mutual benefit
and development in all contexts.



T
he APEC Business
Advisory Council
(ABAC) met virtually on
November 17, in the lead
up to the meeting of

APEC Economic Leaders on
November 20.

“These are unprecedented times,
demanding bold responses. The
world faces the greatest health and
economic crisis of a hundred years,”
said the Chair of ABAC, Dato
Rohana Tan Sri Mahmood. “These
challenges demand cooperation,
coordination and collaboration. We
are strongest when we act together.” 

Dato Rohana added that this was
a major theme for ABAC. “We are
calling for a free trade area of the
Asia Pacific. The values that have
guided us this year – of integration,
innovation and inclusion – are
critical to recovery for us all.”

“We want a region that responds
collectively to shared challenges. A
region that values the connections
between us – including free and open trade and investment,
and a dynamic digital economy. Neighbors who help each
other in times of need, respect each other’s differences, and
remain committed to greater inclusion and equity. A region
that protects its natural environment, including taking urgent
action on climate change,” Dato Rohana added. 

Dato Rohana noted that these ideas underpinned the
recommendations that ABAC has conveyed in this year’s
Report to APEC Economic Leaders.

Dato Rohana explained that ABAC’s Report builds on the
recommendations made in July to Trade Ministers on
tackling the immediate crisis. She added that, crisis response
remains a pressing concern in many economies, and requires
an ongoing focus on ensuring access to essential medical
supplies and services, including a vaccine; keeping supply
chains functioning and avoiding fragmented policy
approaches, including in the digital economy and the safe
resumption of travel. These would serve to revive the business
activities and market demand that would accelerate global

economic recovery.
According to Dr. Vu Tien Loc,

President of the Vietnam Chamber
of Commerce and Industry
(VCCI), ASEAN and the global
economy are at an historic turning
point. The Covid-19 pandemic is
one of several occurrences that
make this a time of global

reckoning. This global health and
economic crisis requires trans-border
solutions. Governments, people, and
business communities must come
together to deal with a double
dilemma: how to manage the
worsening public health threat and at
the same time stimulate economic
growth. Never before in recent history
has partnership between the public and
private sectors become such a matter
of necessity, if we are to overcome
these challenges. And yet, never before
in recent history has there been a
better opportunity to listen to,
contribute to, and learn from
important leaders as the world
community contemplates the impacts
and opportunities before us.

For the longer term, ABAC had
focused on three main areas.

First, economic integration has
been APEC’s touchstone for quarter of
a century, and will be fundamental to a
return to growth. That means building
the foundations for a free trade area of

the Asia-Pacific, and championing the multilateral rules-
based trading system, with the World Trade Organization at
its core. 

“We need to prioritize policies that are conducive to
international trade, resist calls to undercut competitiveness
with protectionist quick fixes, and ensure that the WTO
remains relevant and fit-for-purpose,” added Dato Rohana. 

The second major area was innovation. The pandemic has
dramatically demonstrated not only the importance of digital
connectivity, but also the need to target disparities in internet
access, digital skills and policies to foster an open, non-
discriminatory and coherent digital economy.

Finally, Covid-19 has simultaneously made greater
inclusion a more difficult goal to achieve, but also a more
imperative one. “We cannot ignore the issue of rising
inequality and the ever-greater discontent and loss of trust
that it fosters. In rebuilding now, we must lift up the smallest
of our businesses, women, our indigenous communities,
youth, and other disadvantaged groups,” said Dato Rohana.
“Our economic recovery must not leave these groups behind.”

She added that these elements would all go to building
greater resilience – especially as the region faced not only the
risk of future health crises, but also accelerating climate
change. “There is an urgent need to reverse the dramatic
decline in the health of our planet and embrace the transition
to a low-carbon economy. We owe this to our people – to the
communities of future generations - and we cannot fail to
take action,” concluded Dato Rohana.n
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Working together to Revitalize Asia-Pacific
Economic Community

VCCI

Asia-Pacific business
leaders are urging APEC

governments to work
together to overcome the
Covid-19 pandemic and
to adopt a strong vision
that demonstrates APEC

members’ collective
commitment to

international cooperation
and serves as a framework

for the sustained
economic recovery and
growth of the region.

huong Ly
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Strong resilience
In its Asian Development Outlook 2020, the Asian

Development Bank (ADB) forecast that Vietnam’s economy
may grow by 2.8% amid Covid-19 pandemic outbreak in 2020
and expand 6.3% in 2021. The report assessed that Vietnam is
showing a stronger recovery than most other similar
economies, with the economy’s medium- and long-term

prospects remaining positive.
Dr. Loc said, Vietnam is

potentially benefiting from current
global trade, investment and
production trends. “This year, it is
a miracle that we can maintain
positive growth. Vietnam managed
to achieve its dual goal of
preventing the pandemic contagion

while developing production and business. For economic
goals, we have achieved all three requirements: Stability,
growth and connectivity,” he stressed.

The VCCI President added that the three “supports” of the
economy are working well: Strong institutional innovation,
accelerating integration, and digital transformation.

Our measures are timely and inclusive but the most
important factor is the resilience of people and businesses, he
said. The confidence of people and businesses is still great.
This is one of the most important reasons for Vietnam's
success.

However, there are still many difficulties ahead. Therefore,
while the first support package is deployed, the second
package is necessarily focused on potential but currently
troubled fields, he added. Aviation and tourism will create

Vietnam's Miracle with “Three Supports”
At the “Economic Forum 2021: Support for economic and business recovery and
development” held recently in Hanoi by the Business Forum Magazine - VCCI,
Dr. Vu Tien Loc, President of the Vietnam Chamber of Commerce and Industry
(VCCI), said that, the world and domestic economies are seriously hit by the
Covid-19 pandemic in 2020 and prestigious international organizations all
revised down growth forecast, given a more pessimistic picture of the world
economy, but Vietnam still achieved a “miracle”.

Quynh Chi

(continued on P.25)

VCCI President Vu Tien Loc (middle) chairs the forum on business recovery and development



T
he host highly appreciated the ambassador's
contributions to Vietnam - Cuba cooperation
during her service in Vietnam. He thanked the
Cuban Ambassador for her enthusiastic and
active support in reinforcing and boosting trade

and investment relations of the two countries’ enterprises.
VCCI Vice President Phong said that the bilateral

economic - trade - investment ties have grown steadily. The
average trade value is about US$350 million. Leaders of the
two countries agreed to boost sustainable trade growth and
bring the two-way trade value to US$500 million by 2022.

Currently, the export -import
structure of the two countries can
be supplementary. Vietnamese
firms are strong at supplying
apparel, footwear, and electronics.

At the meeting, Ambassador
Lianys Torres Rivera briefed the
good traditional cooperation ties

between Vietnam - Cuba, including the effective
cooperation of Vietnamese and Cuban Chambers of
Commerce. She affirmed that the Vietnam - Cuba
traditional friendship is comprehensive and cooperative.
Since the establishment of diplomatic relations in 1960, the
friendly cooperation has been increasingly deepened.

She hoped that VCCI will enhance support for
businesses of both sides to exchange and cooperate by
organizing many trade programs, business forums,
conferences and exhibitions, especially after the two
countries put the Trade Agreement into effect from April 1,
2020. This agreement consists of many new preferential
commitments, expected to boost bilateral economic, trade
and investment cooperation to new highs.

VCCI Vice President Phong expected that Ambassador
Lianys Torres Rivera, after returning home and assuming
any position, will continue to make positive contributions
to further tightening the good diplomatic ties in the near
future.n
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VCCI

Vietnam, Cuba Further Deepening Cooperation

VCCI Vice President Hoang Quang Phong receives the Cuban delegation led by Ambassador Lianys Torres Rivera

Mr. Hoang Quang Phong, Vice President of the Vietnam Chamber of Commerce and
Industry (VCCI), recently received Madam Lianys Torres Rivera, Ambassador of Cuba
to Vietnam, before she finished her term of office in Vietnam.

h.Ly
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H
e highly
appreciated the
consensus of
agricultural
entrepreneurs

and enterprises to create
meaningful, useful and
supportive "playground" for
joint development.

“Businesses and farmers are
the subjects but the former must
be in the center. That is to say,
agricultural production must
develop by chain and ecosystem,
not only for raw production but
also for processing, not only
high-tech agriculture but also
organic agriculture. This is the
advantage of Vietnamese
agriculture. It is necessary to
consider agricultural specialties
as national treasures to make
Vietnam the “kitchen of the
world,'” Dr. Loc said.

Agriculture must be linked
to tourism development to raise
the value of agricultural
products, bring Vietnamese
kitchens to the world, grasp

ecological advantages and develop
distinctive tourism to bring benefits to
stakeholders and promote a circular
economy.

Before these requirements and
challenges, VCCI will be a foundation for
the Vietnam Agriculture Enterprises
Council to develop Vietnamese agriculture
in the coming time, Dr. Loc affirmed.

Therefore, the council was designed to
connect Vietnamese and foreign
agribusinesses, specially those with
agricultural products, high-tech agricultural
products, organizations and individuals
working for agriculture. Since then, we will
share and support each other for effective
business performance, contribute to the
country’s socioeconomic development in
general and Vietnam's agriculture
development in particular to make Vietnam
a high-tech agricultural producer for
domestic and international markets.

In the coming time, the council will
encourage its members to take part in and
keep continuous expansion. In addition, the
council leadership will strengthen trade
connectivity and promotion, develop and
expand markets, and find a sustainable
output for safe and organic agricultural
products. At the same time, it will connect
and expand domestic and foreign markets
for agricultural products, search and select
varieties, technologies and processing
procedures suitable for farming models; and
connect and promote investment in
downstream agricultural processing models.

Mr. Hoang Manh Ngoc, Director of Cao
Bang Kolia Resort, said, more than 10 years
ago, Kolia was just cattle-farming hills for
local people. Seeing that the landscape and
ecological atmosphere here was very
suitable for resort tourism and agricultural
tourism, Kolia invested to build
accommodations, restaurants and tea
houses to serve visitors far and wide. Up to
now, Kolia has a quite spacious property in
the middle of the Pha Den Forest to
welcome tourists to visit and experience tea
planting, fruit picking or just relaxation. He
said, “the Kolia model can be applied in
many places in the country. The launch of
the Vietnam Agricultural Enterprises
Council is very meaningful as it supports
businesses to enhance exchange, develop
cooperation and promote agriculture and
tourism.”

Deputy Minister of Agriculture and
Rural Development Phung Duc Tien
affirmed that the Vietnam Agricultural
Enterprises Council meets all that
enterprises currently need.n

Fostering Joint Agricultural 
and Tourism Development
“Linking agriculture with tourism not only raises the
value of agricultural products and brings Vietnamese
kitchens to the world, but also grasps ecological
advantages to develop distinctive tourism to benefit
stakeholders and promote a circular economy,” Dr.
Vu Tien Loc, President of the Vietnam Chamber of
Commerce and Industry (VCCI), emphasized at the
recent launch ceremony of the Vietnam Agricultural
Enterprises Council in Hanoi.

giAng Tu

The Vietnam
Agricultural Enterprises

Council is a focal point connecting
businesses from all over the
country and even overseas
businesses seeking to invest in
agriculture and agritourism. Its
specific tasks include strengthening
and promoting trade connectivity,
developing and expanding
markets, seeking sustainable
outputs for safe and organic
agricultural products; connecting
and expanding domestic and
foreign markets for agricultural
products; searching and selecting
varieties, processing technologies
and processes suitable for farming
models; connecting and promoting
investment in downstream
agricultural processing models;
and developing agritourism.

Mr.HA VAN THANG 

CHAIRMAN OF THE VIETNAM AGRICULTURAL

ENTERPRISES COUNCIL



The Regional Comprehensive Economic Partnership
(RCEP) Agreement features commitments to open
markets for goods, services, investment and the
harmonization of rules of origin (instead of applying five
sets of rules of origin in the five current FTAs) among all
parties involved and enhanced trade facilitation
measures. How great are the economic benefits that the
RCEP Agreement brings to Vietnam?

RCEP is Vietnam's 14th free trade agreement (FTA) and
also Vietnam's largest FTA by partners involved. This
agreement was negotiated on the basis of existing FTAs
between ASEAN and five partners - Japan, South Korea,
China, Australia and New Zealand. So, it can be called a 5-in-
1 FTA, promising to bring numerous benefits to the
Vietnamese economy in general and Vietnamese businesses
in particular.

The first benefit of an FTA is the opportunity to expand
the market and trade with other FTA member partners. The
RCEP market accounts for 30% of global GDP and 2.2 billion
consumers. Although RCEP does not help Vietnam access
new markets (because Vietnam and other RCEP partners
already have FTAs), it helps Vietnamese enterprises with
easier access to these markets. Notable advantages include a
unified set of rules of origin, removing non-tariff barriers,
and strengthening commitments on transparency,

harmonization and trade
facilitation.

In addition, RCEP’s
commitments to opening service
and investment markets, opening
public procurement, and
establishing general principles on
intellectual property, e-commerce

and competition will help Vietnam’s economic and legal
environment become transparent and favorable, and better
protect interests of foreign and domestic businesses and
investors. Then, Vietnam will become more attractive in the
eyes of foreign investors, not only from partner countries in
RCEP but also outside RCEP when investors see Vietnam as
an open market with many attractive opportunities from
RCEP and other FTAs of Vietnam.

If import, export and investment opportunities are
realized, it will gradually help Vietnamese companies to
participate more deeply in regional production chains, thus
connecting platforms, increasing opportunities and reaping
sustainable benefits for our businesses. 

Besides benefits, it is said that RCEP is likely to
benefit China, Japan and South Korea more than other
member states. What do you think about this?

RCEP provides equal opportunities for all members.
However, how to make use of these opportunities and to
make use of them more or less depends on each country.
Even in a country, the degree of taking advantage of FTA
benefits also varies from business to business and from sector
to sector. So, it is not right to say that RCEP is more likely to
benefit China, Japan and South Korea than other member
countries, but it can be said that companies in these countries
are able to make better use of RCEP than the rest if businesses
of the latter do not actively adapt and reform to increase the
ability to make the most of RCEP.

However, it can be said that RCEP is quite flexible, taking
into account the development level of each member country,
and aiming to provide the most favorable conditions for each
business, especially small and medium one. Therefore, it is
expected that businesses from developing countries like
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RCEP
5-in-1 FTA and Opportunities 
for Vietnamese Businesses

BUSINESS - EXPORT & IMPORT

With the impact scale of a free trade area considered the largest in the world, the
RCEP Agreement is expected to open up huge opportunities for investment,
trade and export boom in the region. The pact will officially enter into force 60
days from the date of its adoption by at least six ASEAN member countries and
three non-ASEAN member countries. Vietnam Business Forum has an exclusive
interview with Ms. Phung Thi Lan Phuong, Head of FTA Department, the
WTO and Integration Center, VCCI. Anh Mai reports.



Vietnam can also take advantage of benefits from this
agreement.

Like previous FTAs that Vietnam entered, they are
bringing both advantages and disadvantages to the
Vietnamese business community. In your opinion,
what opportunities will Vietnamese businesses have to
expand and what difficulties will they face when
Vietnam joins RCEP?

RCEP, like other FTAs, not only brings opportunities but
also poses potential challenges to Vietnamese businesses,
including competition of goods and services from RCEP
partner countries. The commitment to harmonization of
rules of origin and trade facilitation will help “pave the way”
for familiar trading partners to increase commodity exports
to Vietnam, triggering a “fiercer battle” to compete for
market share in Vietnam. It should be noted that many
countries in RCEP have similar but highly competitive
product structures to Vietnam’s. Combined with advantages
gained from RCEP, they can dominate the Vietnamese
market if local ones fail to make change to improve their
product and service quality.

Not only in the domestic market, Vietnamese businesses
are also likely to face challenges from export markets as our
competitors have more opportunities to access export
markets in RCEP. For example, China previously did not have
an FTA with Japan, the RCEP will pave the way for its goods
to enter Japan and compete with Vietnamese rivals there.

Even so, I still believe that our businesses have been

integrated for more than 20 years and are used to competition
both domestic and export markets. Therefore, the RCEP is
not expected to cause a great change or a strong shock to
Vietnamese businesses. In the meantime, we are waiting for
them to realize great opportunities to reap practical benefits
from this agreement.

What should Vietnamese businesses do when this
agreement is enforced?

Although RCEP is not a high standard FTA like CPTPP or
EVFTA, its content is also very broad and complex because it
includes many members and covers many different contents.
Therefore, what businesses need to do now is learning about
its contents, identifying commitments that can affect them and
then preparing a strategy to effectively take advantage of it.

For example, a commodity exporter should immediately
study tariff commitments that partner countries have for
Vietnam and apply to its commodities, compare them with
tariff commitments and rules of origin in other existing FTAs
to find out more favorable ones.

In the long run, in order to take advantage of RCEP or any
other FTAs, businesses need to
improve the competitiveness of
their products and services to stay
strong at home and expand their
presence in RCEP partner markets
or any other export market. 

Thank you very much!
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RCEP will open the door for cheaper input materials for important exports including electronics, computers and textiles 



The Ministry of Finance recently cooperated
with the Vietnam Chamber of Commerce
and Industry (VCCI) to organize a dialogue
conference on tax and customs policies and
administrative procedures in 2020. The event
attracted the attendance of nearly 500
northern enterprises.

Le Hien

Business companion and support
Speaking at the conference, Deputy Finance Minister Vu

Thi Mai said, domestic and global social and economic
development has been tougher recently due to the impact of the
Covid-19 pandemic. Up to VND99.3 trillion has been already
used for tax extension, exemption and reduction and VND110
trillion is estimated to be used for this purpose in 2020, of which
VND80 trillion will be used to exempt tax, fees and land rents
and VND30 trillion will be used for other exemptions.

The Ministry of Finance has coordinated with concerned
ministries and agencies to support policies for workers and
people badly hit by the Covid-19 pandemic. Up to now, 12.79
million people affected by the Covid-19 pandemic have been
supported a total of VND12.69 trillion.

Despite emerging difficulties in 2020,
the State budget revenue collection still
basically met expectations, she said. The
fiscal revenue to the gross domestic
product (GDP) in the 5-year period from
2016 to 2020 was about 24.5%. The tax and
fee revenue to the GDP was about 20.4%.

The increasingly sustainable tax and fee
revenue guarantees development
investment and helps strengthen social
security and national security. Deputy
Minister said that these positive results
have a great contribution from the business
community.

Representing the business community,
Mr. Hoang Quang Phong, Vice President
of VCCI, said that the business community
has always recognized strong reforms of
the Ministry of Finance, particularly by the
tax and customs sectors, for better support
for, sharing with and guidance to
businesses. They have helped enterprises
properly and promptly correct their
mistakes. In particular, a lot of complaints
filed by enterprises have been resolved to
bring great peace of mind to the business
community. Tax and customs authorities
have applied advanced information
technology to carry out procedures and
greatly support enterprises to overcome
difficulties and stand firm amid the Covid-
19 pandemic.

Existing problems
Although it is clear to see positive effects of conferences and

business support in the context of the Covid-19 pandemic, tax
and customs policies and administrative procedures must be
continually improved and updated in time to match actual
requirements while business activities of enterprises are always
very vibrant and diversified, she added. Therefore, difficulty is
certain when tax and customs policies and administrative
procedures are applied to practice.

At the dialogue, Mr. Pham Minh Khoa, Director of An Phat
Trading and Investment Support Co., Ltd., said that his
company has been operating for eight years and getting
refunded in 31 periods of value added tax. Documents for the
refund are the same in all 31 periods and tax authorities conduct
thorough inspection before making a refund. If the company is
accused of wrongdoing, will tax officers who checked and
refunded the tax for the company in previous periods be held
responsible?

In case the inspectorate intentionally falsifies documents
filed, refuses evidence provided by
the company and transfers the case
to the police force for investigation,
the time to get tax refund will be
interrupted and prolonged. If the
company is proven to have no
violations, who will be responsible

GENERAL DEPARTMENT OF TAXATION & ENTERPRISES IN PARTNERSHIP FOR DEVELOPMENT

TAX AND CUSTOMS

Further Policy Reform for
Better Business Environment

(continued on P.31)

VCCI Vice President Hoang Quang Phong addresses the event 
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Illegal Transportation, Trafficking to Face
Strict Forfeiture

The National Assembly demanded preventing and strictly
punishing production, transportation and trading of banned
goods, smuggled goods, commercially defrauded goods,
counterfeited goods, pirated goods and substandard goods. In
2021, it will promulgate the Export-Import Strategy for the 2021-
2030 period.

With 95.44% of ayes, the National Assembly of Vietnam (NA)
passed a resolution on continued enforcement of related NA
resolutions issued in the 13th tenure and the upcoming 14th
tenure.

With this resolution, the NA also stated clear requirements for
active and flexible monetary policy management for
macroeconomic stability, inflation control, business and
manufacturing support, economic growth and forex reserve
expansion. The lawmakers also required quicker restructuring of
credit institutions and reshuffle of weak credit institutions.

Besides, the National Assembly requested active application of
measures to handle and control bad debts; rationalize credit
growth and improve credit quality; tightly control credit in
potentially risky areas; and supply credit for people and businesses
damaged by natural disasters and pandemics.

The next request from the lawmaking body is effectively
carrying out solutions to control electricity prices, ensure supply-
demand balance and stabilize the market. In 2021, the
Import-Export Strategy for the 2021 - 2030 period will be
promulgated.

The NA also urged the issuance of the National Trade
Development Strategy for the 2021 - 2030 period, with a vision to
2045; prevent and strictly handle production, transportation and
trading of banned goods, smuggled goods, commercially
defrauded goods, counterfeited goods, pirated goods and
substandard goods.

Huong Hau

Customs Exceeds Many e-Government
Targets

The General Department of Vietnam Customs reported
outdoing many e-government targets specified in Resolution
17/2019/NQ-CP of the government.

According to a report on e-government construction results
recently released by the General Department, most e-government
results surpassed the targets set for the 2019-2020 period.

An example is the target of “20% of people and enterprises
participating in the e-government information system have an
electronically verified identity across all information systems from
all central to local government levels.”

Up to now, 99.9% of companies have declared electronic
customs procedures through the VACCCS system. As for exports,
imports and vehicles on entry and on exit performed on the
National Single Window, 100% of companies can access and
authenticate on the National Single Window.

The customs offices have currently reached 95% of the target
of “20% onward of administrative procedures provide by each
ministry, branch and locality are handled online”; 100% of the
target of “integrating 30% of online public services of Level 3 and
Level 4 provided by ministries, branches and localities on the
National Public Service Portal”.

For other criteria like online public services handled with
electronic records (target: 50%), autofill personal information
form (20%) and online public services using the business
registration database (50%), the customs sector has already
excellently achieved 100%.

For the target of document management and administration
software of ministries, branches and localities connected and
linked through the National Document Exchange Platform for
sending and receiving electronic documents”, the General
Department’s document management software has been
connected to the system of the Ministry of Finance.

Le Hien

Tax Sector Provides 194 Online Public
Services

The tax sector has provided 194 online public services of Level
3 and Level 4 on the websites of the General Department of
Taxation and 63 provincial/municipal tax departments, of which
150 administrative procedures have been integrated into the
National Public Service Portal for taxpayers to look up and deal
with invoices, tax declaration (value added tax - VAT, corporate
income tax, personal income tax, excise tax and license tax, etc.),
fees and charges, and tax payment (corporate income tax, personal
income tax). Thus, the tax sector has fulfilled its plan six months
ahead of the deadline set by the Ministry of Finance. 

The electronic tax declaration system accounts for about
99.32% of active businesses with more than 11.28 million records
and is linked with 55 commercial banks to provide electronic tax
payment services for 780,600 enterprises (97.63% of total
registered enterprises).

L.H

202 Administrative Procedures Get
Connected on NSW 

The General Department of Vietnam Customs said, 202
administrative procedures delivered by 13 ministries and agencies
on the National Single Window (NSW) got connected, with 3.2
million records filed by more than 40,000 companies. The NSW
provided nearly 90% of online public services of Level 3 and Level
4; connected with nine ASEAN countries to exchange electronic
C/O form D; offered electronic customs for more than 99.65% of
enterprises in all customs offices nationwide, thus reducing the
time to do customs procedures and collect 98.6% of customs tax
electronically.

As for the ASEAN Single Window (ASW), at present,
Vietnam has already connected with nine ASEAN countries to
exchange electronic C/O form D. As of October 10, 2020, a total of
207,049 sets of C/O were issued to Vietnam by ASEAN countries
and a total of 281,392 sets of C/O were issued by Vietnam for
other countries.

The tax sector has also linked with non-ASEAN partners to
test the exchange of export customs
declarations, negotiate exchange of
certificates of origin (C/O) with the
Eurasian Economic Union and
electronic certificates of origin with
South Korea, and avoid commercial
fraud in rules of origin.

Huong Hau



T
he report released by
the Vietnam
Directorate of Market
Surveillance (DMS)
showed that, on

November 12, 2020, after studying
and capturing information on
commodity trading on social
networks (like Zalo and Facebook)
and deploying professional
measures to monitor cases with
signs of violation, the Market
Management Team No. 2 under
the Hai Duong Provincial Market
Control Department discovered
nearly 3,000 smuggled cosmetic
items and household goods
without labels, invoices or customs
declarations.

With serial cases of using social
networks and e-commerce
websites to trade in fake goods,
smuggled goods and knockoffs, a
lot of loopholes and shortcomings
of business administration on
social networks and e-commerce
websites as well as consumer risks
in dealing through these forms have been revealed.
Meanwhile, it is very difficult to conduct investigations to
uncover violations on electronic platforms.

According to Mr. Tran Huu Linh, General Director of
the Vietnam Directorate of Market Surveillance under the
Ministry of Industry and Trade, the biggest difficulty in
online business administration is violators often introduce
genuine products on the website but they deliver knockoffs,
faked goods or origin-unknown items with no quality
assurance.  

Moreover, clear violations (caught in the act) lack
urgent measures to prevent and
handle in time. The settlement
must go through many
complicated procedures such as
verification of concerned
registrants and website owners,
verification of e-commerce
transactions and violation proofs.

Furthermore, it is very difficult
to trace, retrieve and store e-
commerce transactions. Online
transactions and payments are
lightning fast and invisible. There is
no clear place of business and it
cannot be checked immediately.
What’s more, sellers do not give
specific addresses on websites or via
social networks but only telephone
numbers for transaction, he added.
In addition, the participation of
owners of protected trademarks or
holders of property rights in this
process is still limited, especially for
products of foreign origin.

Regulations on e-commerce
violations are in fact detailed in
Decree 52/2013/ND-CP but e-
commerce market development is
so fast and continuous that it
requires frequent adjustments and
updates, which are expected to be
issued in the upcoming decree
being drafted by the Vietnam E-
commerce and Digital Economy
Agency under the Ministry of
Industry and Trade.

According to the General Department of Vietnam
Customs, smugglers and counterfeiters are using postal and
delivery companies to deliver their goods to consumers.
Therefore, it is urgently recommended to amend relevant
legal provisions to prevent the use of delivery channels to
sell counterfeit and fake goods in the e-commerce
environment. 

In particular, it is necessary to enhance the
responsibility of e-commerce platforms and social networks
which will block accounts without enough information
given or showing signs of law violations.

Consumers themselves must also improve their sense of
responsibility when they buy goods and must be aware of
their duties in combating acts of counterfeiting goods,
infringing intellectual property rights and making origin-
unclear products. This is not only to protect their own
rights and interests, but also to protect lawful business and
production development and prevent destructive acts that
inhibit the healthy development of the economy.n
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E-COMMERCE

Relevant Legal Provisions against Violations Needed

CUSTOMS & BUSINESSES IN PARTNERSHIP FOR DEVELOPMENT
Fight against Rules of Origin Violations and Trade Fraud

In the first six months
of 2020, the market

watchdog nationwide
inspected 2,403 cases,

handled 2,213
violations and issued

fines more than
VND16.4 billion on

goods with a value of
VND40.6 billion.

Common violations in
e-commerce included

smuggled goods, origin-
unknown goods, pirated
goods and counterfeited

goods.

Le Hien
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By Quarter 3 of 2020, the total land for the
industrial development of five main industrial
cities and provinces in the North, including
Hanoi, Bac Ninh, Hung Yen, Hai Duong, and
Hai Phong, accounted for 13,800 ha, 9,600 ha of
which was leasable industrial land. The average
occupancy rate of the industrial park remained
at a positive level of 79%. Industrial zones in
Hanoi, Hai Duong and Bac Ninh have average
occupancy rates of about 90%. For the Southern
market, the total industrial land area was double
that of the Northern market, reaching about
38,000 ha, of which 24,000 ha was leasable
industrial land, including Ho Chi Minh City,
Binh Duong, Long An, Dong Nai and Ba Ria-
Vung Tau, with an average occupancy rate of
nearly 77%. CBRE noted that the supply of
industrial land ready to hand over in industrial
zones in both regions was scarce.

Le Hien

V
ietnam has been learning lessons for more than 30
years from industrial development in the coastal
provinces of neighboring countries such as China and
Thailand. The main industries that are prioritized to
attract investment in these two countries must be

mentioned as raw chemicals, pharmaceuticals, machinery,
automotive accessories and electronics. In addition, economic zones
and industrial zones located near the sea always have great investment
demand and maintain superior rates and occupancy rates. Vietnam's
coastal regions are starting to see a similar trend, receiving as much
investment as demand from both domestic firms expanding

production and multinational corporations.
Consequently, the coastal provinces of Vietnam have been taking

advantage of the available potential to develop industries. Compared to
other provinces in the Northern region, Hai Phong and Quang Ninh
have more supply allocated for industrial development.

Hai Phong is one of the biggest industrial hubs in Vietnam
with significant projects such as DEEP C II and III and Vinhomes'
new industrial zones. As of Quarter 3, Hai Phong recorded an
average occupancy of 56% providing a recent launch of big
industrial parks. Quang Ninh recently emerges as an industrial
coastal province. The province is expected to provide a large
industrial land bank in the future, with two economic zones (EZs)
of Quang Yen and Van Don, of which Quang Yen coastal EZ is
oriented to become a growth engine promoting investment for the
province. DEEP C, one of the major industrial park developers, is
developing an industrial complex associated with a seaport in
Quang Yen EZ to exploit geographical advantages and utilize the
navigation channel to Lach Huyen deep sea port.

To attract investors, Quang Ninh prioritizes the development of
the processing and manufacturing industries. Secondary investors will
have the highest corporate tax incentives in economic zones and -
receive short-term vocational training costs for employees in the first
two years from the date of issuance of investment certificate. For
industrial park infrastructure investors, the lowest rate of land rent in
five years will be applied and will be supported 30% in advance of
compensation costs, site clearance, and 30% support investment level
of the wastewater treatment system in industrial zones (maximum
VND30 billion) after completion of construction. Quang Ninh
province is also focusing on infrastructure development such as
urgently completing the Van Don - Mong Cai expressway: reducing
the time to go to the Chinese border gate from two hours to 50
minutes, expected to be completed in 2021. Highways connecting
Hanoi, Hai Phong, Quang Ninh, and major seaports and international
airports have all been put into operation.

The Covid-19 pandemic and trade tensions have disrupted global
supply chains, Vietnam is one of the attractive destinations for
investors of companies with production lines in China.

The growth of e-commerce and logistics companies since the start
of Covid-19 has created a huge demand for storage space and
distribution networks. Therefore, the need to find land to develop
logistics facilities dominates the market. Since the end of 2018, the
market has welcomed many foreign investors in logistics warehouse
development such as BW Industrial, LogisValley, LOGOS, and GLP
entering the market. Mapletree - one of the pioneering investors in
building rental warehouses from Singapore - is also aggressively
expanding its land bank. By 2021, the market is expected to receive
about 800,000 sqm of warehouse supply for rent, mainly in the areas of
Bac Ninh, Hai Duong, Hai Phong and Quang Ninh.

Electronics and supporting industries/automobile
manufacturing are considered key sectors in attracting investment.
CBRE acknowledges the entry of many large tenants in the
electronics sector, including smartphone makers in an industrial
park in Bac Ninh (100 ha) and Universal Scientific Industrial at
DEEP C Hai Phong I industrial park, Wistron in Ha Nam. Like
Thailand, Vietnam is considered a
bright spot in attracting automotive
supporting industries. CBRE also
highlights a large number of inquiries
and deals for land purchase and factory
lease contracts from the U.S., South
Korea, Germany, and Japan from the
automotive/supporting industries.n

Ready Land in IZs Is
Still Scarce



Untapped potential
Speaking at the conference jointly organized by the Ministry of

Agriculture and Rural Development (MARD) and the Embassy of the
Kingdom of Belgium in Vietnam, Mr. Nguyen Do Anh Tuan,
Director of International Cooperation Department (under MARD),
said Vietnam is currently focusing on agricultural restructuring,
focusing on the production of high value products and cocoa is one of
them. Vietnamese cocoa has won many international awards. In
2015, this Vietnamese product was ranked by the International Cocoa
Organization (ICCO) as a premium cocoa. However, after peaking in
2012 with 25,000 hectares, the cocoa area in Vietnam is now only
5,000 hectares.

According to Mr. Paul Jansen, Ambassador of Belgium to
Vietnam, Belgium is a world leader in the production capacity and
quality of chocolate, in which cocoa is the most important raw
material. Meanwhile, Vietnam possesses a very unique type of cocoa,
which has a fruity and mildly sour flavor that is difficult to find. This

factor can help Vietnamese cocoa
become a unique product, occupying
an interesting niche in the world.

In addition, Vietnamese cocoa also
has another great opportunity as the
worldwide demand for cocoa products
is increasing. The chocolate industry is
consuming more than four million

tons of cocoa beans from around the
world, with chocolate consumption
increasing at an average of 5.7%.
Vietnam is one of the countries that can
meet the demand for fermented cocoa
beans for chocolate manufacturers.
Currently, the Vietnamese cocoa
industry has exported hundreds of tons
of beans to the world market, including a
difficult market like Japan. These are
good premises for the development of
cocoa trees in the future.

However, despite many favorable
conditions, the cocoa industry in
Vietnam hasn’t fully utilized its
potentials and advantages. According to
Mr. Nguyen Trong Tung, Deputy
Director of the Department of Crop
Production (under MARD), the
economic efficiency of cocoa is not really
attractive to farmers, the yield is 11
quintals/hectare, lower than expected.
Besides, cocoa also has to compete with
other trees. The fluctuation of world
cocoa price affects domestic purchases.
The economic efficiency of cocoa is
lower than that of other crops such as
coffee or cashew when comparing per
unit area.

Proactive to seize opportunities
According to Mr. Nguyen Do Anh

Tuan, there will be a series of aspects for
development including: breeding;
planning of growing areas; product
fermentation storage; connecting with
businesses for preliminary processing to

increase the value of the product.
Accordingly, in order for the cocoa industry to seize

opportunities, aiming toward building a distinctive Vietnamese cocoa
brand on the world market, experts and businesses believe that it is
necessary to find solutions to link between farmers, small businesses
with large corporations, helping to develop a comprehensive and
sustainable cocoa industry in the future. Besides, the management
agency needs to come up with a suitable plan for cocoa. There should
be a mechanism to link and develop an appropriate price policy
between businesses and farmers.

From an enterprise perspective, Mr. Dang Tuong Khanh,
Director of Trong Duc Cocoa Company, affirmed that in order to
develop the cocoa industry, seed production was extremely
important. There should be an effective support policy for seedling
production units. At the same time, units involved in the cocoa chain
are involved in the activities of cocoa development centers.

Emphasizing that Belgium is a global chocolate leader in terms of
production capacity as well as quality, Ambassador Paul Jansen
affirmed that Belgium was ready to assist, seek available support, to
connect Vietnam's cocoa industry with the Belgian cocoa industry.
“Belgium and Vietnam have a strategic partnership in agriculture.
Vietnamese cocoa has high potential and Belgium has a lot of
expertise to offer. Let's try our best together to give Vietnam's cocoa
bean a worthy status,” Ambassador Paul Jansen emphasized.n
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Toward Distinctive Vietnamese
Cocoa Brand in the World 

BUSINESS

Belgian Ambassador Paul Jansen makes a speech at the cocoa brand development conference

With its premium taste and fair value chain, Vietnamese cocoa
has received special attention from domestic and foreign
investors. Vietnam has a chance to become a new cocoa
producer that can change the status of the cocoa industry.

THu Ha





I
n recent years, Thai Nguyen has attracted many
large domestic and foreign corporations. Samsung
Group has particularly helped boost the province’s
stable and sustainable socioeconomic development.
In the 2016-2020 period, the economic structure has

been positively shifted, with a sharp rising share of

industry and construction and a decreasing share of
agriculture, forestry and fisheries in the total Gross
regional domestic product (GRDP). In 2020, the economic
structure is made up of 59% industry and construction,
31% service, and 10% agriculture, forestry and fishery. The
province has mobilized VND238 trillion (US$11 billion) of
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Thai Nguyen Creating New Driving Force for
Investment Inflow and Business Development

POTENTIAL - THAI NGUYEN PROVINCE

Lying in the northern upland and mountainous region, Thai Nguyen province is part of
the greater Hanoi planning area with a lot of outstanding advantages such as geographical
location, climate, natural resources, human resources, and synchronous modern
infrastructure, dynamic and friendly administration and a favorable environment.

Prime Minister Nguyen Xuan Phuc and former General Secretary Nong

Duc Manh at the Thai Nguyen Investment Promotion Conference

The provincial leaders at the ceremony to attach the signboard of a project

to welcome the 20th Thai Nguyen Provincial Party's Congress



total investment capital and
attracted more than 90 foreign
investment projects. The non-state
business sector has kept
expanding, with about 350 new
companies established a year. In
2016-2020, the province has really
made a breakthrough in
developing industrial parks for
enterprises. Specifically, Samsung
high-tech complex licensed more
than 90 projects which formed
supporting projects for giant
corporations in the world. Typical
industrial parks include Yen Binh,
Diem Thuy and Song Cong.

To achieve these results, in
addition to unlocking local
potential advantages, Thai Nguyen
has built good infrastructure in
industrial parks like Song Cong I
(195 ha), Song Cong II (250 ha),
Nam Pho Yen (120 ha), Yen Binh
(400 ha), Diem Thuy (350 ha) and
Quyet Thang (105 ha).

Mr. Vu Hong Bac, Chairman of
Thai Nguyen Provincial People's
Committee, said, authorities at all
levels always step up
administrative reform, improve
the business environment and
enhance competitiveness. The
province has adopted many
solutions to achieve these
purposes. Priority is given to
attracting investors using modern
technology and making products
with high added value.

In 2019, the Thai Nguyen
province scored 67.71 points of the
Provincial Competitiveness Index
(PCI), ranking 12th in the country,
six places higher than in 2018. In the
last six years, Thai Nguyen has always
been in the top 20 performers in the
country in PCI rankings. To further
improve the PCI in 2020 and the
following years, the province is
stepping up a review of the business
environment; increasing business
meetings and dialogues at many
levels; developing SME support
programs, fostering the
transformation of business
households into enterprises; publicly
and transparently posting
information on relevant websites;
speeding up administrative reform,
accelerating the online business
registration; reorganizing and strictly
handling badly behaved collectives
and individuals. In particular, Thai
Nguyen province is carrying out six
commitments of the government to
businesses and investors to create a
new driving force for investment
attraction and business development
in the locality.n
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SIX COMMITMENTS 
OF THAI NGUYEN PROVINCE 
WITH INVESTORS

1. Establish a communication hotline
channel for the Secretary of the

Provincial Party Committee and Chairman of
the Provincial People's Committee to receive
information and immediately resolve petitions
from businesses.

2. Support and facilitate businesses to
expand operations, change production

and business plans and change investment
licenses.

3. Ensure external security and order for
enterprises and industrial parks, ensure

safety of workers hired by local enterprises.

4. Support businesses to train workers,
provide human resources with technical

expertise and a sense of discipline.

5. Ensure adequate electricity supply
around the clock; invest in the grid to the

fence of investment projects in industrial parks.

6. Provide best support for site clearance,
apply maximum incentives for

businesses in the framework of the
Government on tax exemption and reduction,
land rent and water surface rent.

NA Chairwoman Nguyen Thi Kim Ngan attends the 5th Thai Nguyen Provincial Patriotism Emulation Congress for the 2020 – 2025 period



What do you think about the investment promotion
and attraction results of Thai Nguyen province in the past
five years?

In the 2015-2020 period, Thai Nguyen province has promoted
renovation and improvement of investment promotion and
attraction performance and achieved positive results. Carrying out
its assigned functions and tasks, the Department of Planning and
Investment has advised the Provincial People's Committee and
coordinated with other departments, branches and localities to
organize and participate in many investment-related activities,
seminars and conferences such as GMS Business Summit, 30-year
Exhibition on FDI Attraction in Vietnam held in Hanoi; Trade and
tourism promotion programs in Brazil and Canada; seminar on
Vietnam - China economic, trade, agricultural and logistic
promotion in Sichuan - China; and trade promotion programs in
Russia, Hungary and Czech Republic.

Especially in July 2018, the province successfully organized the
2018 Thai Nguyen Investment Promotion Conference themed
“Thai Nguyen - Development potential and investment

opportunities”, which attracted 1,360
attendants from government
agencies, financial institutions,
domestic and foreign banks,
companies and investors. At the
conference, the province handed
investment decisions/certificates and
memorandums of understanding to

50 projects with a total registered capital of VND46,785 billion
(US$2 billion). Particularly, 41 investors registered to carry out 53
projects with a total investment fund of VND108,961 billion. As of
July 31, 2020, they disbursed a total of VND5,496 billion, mainly
for 29 projects that completed investment procedures, equal to 30%
of their total fund.

With that effort, more and more investors have come to study
and make investment in Thai Nguyen and expanded their
investment and operation. Specifically, in the five years from 2015
to 2020, the province has licensed 251 projects with a total
registered capital of VND39,460 billion and leased 7,580.86 ha of
land to them. 

Currently, the province is home to 156 valid FDI projects with
a total registered capital of over US$8,245 billion. Effective
investment projects have strong effects and boosted local
socioeconomic development. 

All investment projects have contributed to socio-economic
development in the province. The face of the province, from urban
to rural areas, has prospered. The economic structure has changed
rapidly and strongly, driven by the industrial sector.

Would you tell us about strengths to be promoted and
limitations that need to be addressed?

Looking back on the past five years, Thai Nguyen has carried
out very well main solutions to mobilize, promote and attract
investment as follows:

Law and policy group: The province has reviewed laws and
policies on investment and business to amend inconsistent
contents, supplement missing contents and remove inappropriate
conditions for applying investment incentives.

Planning solution group: The province has accelerated
construction and approval of missing plans; conducted periodical
reviews to supplement and adjust outdated planning; completed
land-use planning, widely publicized planning, speeded up site
clearance for investment projects; reviewed, examined and adjusted
effective land use planning.

Infrastructure solution group: Thai Nguyen has continued to
review, adjust, approve and announce infrastructure plans to lay
the groundwork for attracting investment in infrastructure
development.

Human resource solution group: The province has
promoted the implementation of master plans for training to
increase the rate of trained labor to meet new requirements
and keep up with the educational and training model in the
region and around the world.

Site clearance solution group: The province has strengthened
site clearance to create a clean land fund to attract investors.
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Thai Nguyen Innovating Investment
Promotion and Attraction

POTENTIAL - THAI NGUYEN PROVINCE

Thai Nguyen province has made a lot of innovations in investment promotion and
attraction and achieved positive results in the past years. Mr. Dang Van Huy, Deputy
Director of the Department of Planning and Investment of Thai Nguyen province,
grants an exclusive interview to Vietnam Business Forum's reporter on this topic.



Investment promotion solution group: Thai Nguyen has
researched and proposed policies to mobilize and attract
investment from multinational corporations and key partners;
combined domestic and foreign investment promotion activities;
closely coordinated and improved the outcome of investment -
trade - tourism  promotion. In particular, the province has
established a communication hotline channel for the Secretary of
the Provincial Party Committee and the Chairman of the
Provincial People's Committee to receive information and
immediately resolve petitions from investors.

However, curtained limitations are revealed in investment
promotion and attraction. For example, the budget for investment
promotion was not enough for actual needs, mainly sourced from
the provincial budget. The link of domestic companies and foreign
partners in production and business chains was still weak. Foreign
investment attraction faced a lot of difficulty due to the Covid-19
pandemic. Unsynchronized infrastructure inhibited big investors
from launching their projects in the province although they came to
study. Last but not least, the coordination of agencies and localities
in investment promotion and attraction was still inconsistent.

According to the PCI rankings in 2019, the Market Entry
Index of Thai Nguyen reached 7.36 points, slightly higher
than in 2018 but much lower than the previous years. What
do you think about this result? What solutions is the
Department of Planning and Investment adopting to improve
the PCI Index in the coming time?

In 2019, the Market Entry Index of Thai Nguyen province
reached 7.36 points, an increase of 0.45 points over 2018, ending the
three-year losing streak. The province ranked No. 29 out of 63
provinces and cities, 22 places higher than in 2018. This was one of
three PCI component indexes scoring more than 7 points.

The survey showed that the time of business registration was 7
days, unchanged from 2018; the time for business registration update
took 7 days (2 days more than in 2018); 26% of businesses had to wait
for more than one month to complete all procedures to launch official
operation (18% more than in 2018 with just 8%); 4% had to wait
more than three months to complete procedures for official operation
(compared to 0% in 2018); and 87% said public employees had good
professional knowledge, an increase of 47% against 2018.

Although the overall performance picked up, component
indices did not come up with expectations. In fact, the Market
Entry Index relates to planning and investment, business
registration, tax declaration and other permits. Currently, the
Law on Enterprises only stipulates three days for business
registration procedures and Thai Nguyen manages to do it in
fewer than two days. 

In the coming time, the Department of Planning and
Investment will continue to carry out the following activities.

+ Fostering information technology application to settlement of
administrative procedures; applying information technology to
business registration licensing; further shortening the time to
process business registration procedures.

+ Perfecting the single-window mechanism to handle
procedures related to investment, construction and land at the
provincial level.

+ Reviewing and streamlining administrative procedures
concerning investment licensing for projects using non-State
financial sources; completing and publicizing procedures for credit
guarantee and investment support from investment support funds.

+ Completing and operating the provincial administrative
center to ensure the implementation of the interagency single-
window mechanism in the province.

+ Developing the District and Department Competitiveness
Index (DDCI) to gauge economic governance of provincial
departments and localities.

Would you share about investment attraction approaches
of the province in the coming years?

Thai Nguyen province will renovate investment promotion,
diversify activities, give priority to large-scale projects that bring
with advanced and modern technology and environmentally
friendly manufacturing approach,
investors with potential and long-term
investment strategy. The province will
also attract investment into industry,
agriculture, ecotourism infrastructure,
resort and urban development.

Thank you very much!
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Highlights
Mr. Pham Quoc Chinh, Director of the Department of

Science and Technology, said, “The province has obtained great
scientific and technological achievements that support local
socioeconomic development in the 2016-2020 period. According
to statistical data, the sector’s total factor productivity (TFP) to
the province's economic growth reached an average of 53.24% in
the 2016 - 2020 period, higher than the national average. That
showed that Thai Nguyen’s economic growth was more
substantial and more sustainable.

Over the past time, scientific and technological research,
application and development have produced positive impacts on
business performance in the province. Over 95% of scientific and
technological tasks have directly supported production
development, improved productivity and product quality and
value. Especially, the Thai Nguyen Provincial People’s Committee
and Thai Nguyen University advanced scientific research and
transfer to 2020. The total budget for the program was VND100
billion, of which the provincial budget accounted for 70%. The
program is aimed to promote local potential and advantages,
create breakthroughs in application and transfer of scientific and
technical advances, and practically and effectively contribute to
local social and economic development.

The department has successfully carried out all scientific and
technological tasks in the Thai Nguyen Genetic Fund Project in
2014-2020 and is rated the best performer of these tasks by the
Ministry of Science and Technology. Currently, the genetic
resources conservation and development project in 2021 - 2025
has been approved by the Provincial People's Committee.

The province will develop intellectual property for local
specialties. Currently, 19 local specialties are protected by
intellectual property rights (one geographical indication, 16
collective trademarks and two certification marks). In particular,
Thai Nguyen Tea collective trademark has been protected in the
United States, China and Taiwan, and currently registered for
protection in Russia and South Korea, helping improve product
quality and value and expand consumption markets for local
specialties.

Startups and innovations are encouraged in various forms.
Many startup and innovation events were successfully organized
like the startup initiative contest launched by Thai Nguyen
University.

Administrative reform has been well implemented and highly
appreciated. For many consecutive years, it was ranked top
among provincial agencies in administrative reform. 

Promoting application of science and technology 
Indeed, scientific and technological activities originate from

real-life demands.
Scientific and technological projects in agriculture, forestry

and rural development are closely based on the province's
agricultural and rural development orientations. Research
contents focus on high-yield crops and livestock and new
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SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY

Main Driving Force for Socioeconomic Development
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Scientific research and technology
transfer for real life are key to

socioeconomic development. In
order to realize this goal, Thai

Nguyen province has upheld
scientific research and technology

transfer to meet the practical
requirements of life.

Duy Binh

Mr. Pham Quoc Chinh, Director of the

Department of Science and Technology



technologies, helping restructure the agricultural sector and
form commercial production areas to increase economic
value. For example, the technology is successfully applied to
the freshwater pearl culture. This is a new highly economic
model that results in tourism development and generates a
new profession for local people. Scientific and technological
application is effective to improve crops and livestock like rice,
soybean and sturgeon to create valuable agricultural products
that facilitate agricultural restructuring.

New research, applications and techniques are highlighted
successes in medicine. Typical projects include the open-heart
surgery application project, the in vitro fertilization research
project and the living kidney transplant project. Especially, in
early 2020, Thai Nguyen province successfully researched and
manufactured SARS-CoV-2 coronavirus test kits using
Realtime PCR technique when Vietnam and the world were
fighting against Covid-19 pandemic. Thai Nguyen province
will put this research result into production for anti-pandemic
work soon.

Research results in social sciences and humanities have
provided scientific arguments for local socioeconomic
development and cultural identity preservation and
development. Some typical research projects include
compiling Thai Nguyen Dictionary, studying new teaching
methodologies for Geography and Literature for high school
teachers, building socioeconomic development theses, and
assessing the provincial competitiveness of Thai Nguyen
province and the role of Samsung Group.

To promote its achievements, the Department of Science
and Technology will further improve the leadership of the
Party Committee; build a contingent of dynamic and creative

Party members and government employees who are
professional and dedicated to political tasks; and renovate
management to make strong scientific and technological
development steps in 2020-2025. The department will will
effectively accelerate administrative reform, focusing on all
five areas: Advising on building mechanisms and policies to
promote scientific and technological activities; consolidating
and streamlining the organizational structure for better
performance; improving the quality of human resources;
renovating financial and accounting management and
administration; accelerating the application of advanced
management technology, improving the quality of public
services; and completing scientific and technological
development goals in 2017-2025. The department will
stimulate scientific and technological startups and support
local businesses in standards, metrologies, quality, intellectual
property and technology transfer.

With the strong evolution of Industry 4.0, before
integration and development requirements, technology
development trends will be aligned with building a smart,
modern production based on scientific and technological
progress. Science, technology and innovation will be main
driving forces for growth and
development. With high
political determination in the
Party Committee, the
Department of Science and
Technology will work harder
together for better
socioeconomic development of
the province.n
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growth momentum if they can overcome this tough time.
Airlines need access to credit loans. “These are selective
measures that focus on potential companies that will revive
and generate development drives for the economy after the
pandemic,” said Dr. Loc.

Institutions and mechanisms needed, not
money

This is shared by many businesses with the VCCI
President as they face the current difficulties.

At a recent governmental conference on construction
and completion of laws and law enforcement, Dr. Loc
revealed a “suffocating” story about making guidance
documents for the enforcement of the Law on Investment
when it is just six months before the effective date of the law.
More than 50 decrees need to be amended and over 3,000
business conditions need to be reviewed during that time.

Before this reality, the Government was suggested to ask
the National Assembly for a new effective date because there
was not enough time to complete such a massive volume of
work. But at that time, the Prime Minister said that there was
no room for surrenderers in the government. Therefore, the
Prime Minister assigned the Minister cum Chairman of the
Government Office, the Minister of Justice and other
ministries and agencies, VCCI, to join this campaign.”

“We sat together from morning to afternoon at the

Government Office. The host ministry submitted the project,
VCCI and the Central Institute for Economic Management
(CIEM) presented admonitions, the Minister cum Chairman
of the Government Office and the Minister of Justice
assessed and appraised. We looked through every document
to make a decision on cutting and simplifying business
procedures. And we are successful. I think that we have
found a new model for institutional setting,” said Dr. Vu
Tien Loc.

He also affirmed that the business community had a high
appreciation for the Government and the Prime Minister for
taking into consideration initiatives and recommendations of
the business community. Sustainable development trends,
digital economy, innovation, integration, and fierce
competition are requiring drastic law reforms.

In addition to continuing business support with finance
and credit, which is always limited, efforts to open up the
market, reform institutions and reducing procedures are
always limitless. These are the biggest driving forces for
growth.

“Vietnam’s rankings of business environment and
competitiveness in ASEAN have not changed much, showing
that Vietnam has a lot of room for this. I believe that
removing barriers, improving competitiveness of the
business environment and mobilizing social resources will be
the biggest resources for development. This is the driving
force for development. This is the most important support
package,” he concluded.n

(from P.09)



Tapping local advantages
Thai Nguyen has a lot of advantages for development of

agriculture, forestry and fishery. Its soil, climate and weather
are fit for various crops and animals of high economic value,
particularly tea, livestock and poultry.

To utilize local advantages, the agricultural sector has
restructured itself, focusing on major plants and animals such
as tea, livestock and poultry. The province has focused on
developing large-field production areas to enhance of safety
and organicity in farming, scale up scientific and technical
progress application to production and processing together
with brand building and development of key products and
those in the One Commune One Product (OCOP) program
to gradually unlock local potential advantages in agricultural
production.

Specifically, Thai Nguyen has become a leading tea
producer in the country by acreage, productivity, output and
average revenue per acreage unit. The local tea continues to
affirm its position as the “most famous tea” with well-
packaged high-quality products in both domestic and
international markets. Many tea products won high prizes at
international competitions and were used as official gifts for
APEC events in 2017. 

Cattle and poultry farming develops rapidly on a larger
scale and toward biosafety. Currently, Thai Nguyen has the
second largest producer of poultry and cattle meat in the
northern midland and mountainous region. The OCOP
program has been effectively carried out. By the end of 2020,

the province will have more than 50 OCOP products,
including 5-star OCOP products or national OCOP products.

Accelerating agricultural restructuring and
rural development 

Promoting its achieved results, the local agricultural
sector is determined to accelerate agricultural restructuring
and new rural development in the 2021 - 2025 period. The
province will raise awareness of the importance of
agricultural restructuring and rural development, thus
creating consensus among stakeholders.

Specifically, the province will carry out agricultural
restructuring by strengthening chain linkages, sustaining
development and building the new countryside with the focus
on the province's key agricultural products, forming large-
scale commercial agricultural production zones, forming safe
and organic agricultural production and applying advanced
technology.

The province will improve the quality and value of tea
plants and tea products; encourage all economic sectors to
invest in agriculture, forestry and fisheries; stimulate land
consolidation and accumulation to facilitate large-scale and
high-tech agricultural production; enhance the quality and
effect of the National Target Program on New Rural
Development.

Thai Nguyen province continues to execute Resolution
10-NQ/TU of the 19th Executive Board of the Provincial
Party Committee on agricultural development. In particular,
the locality will focus on building specific programs and
projects for agricultural and rural development. Emphasis is
placed on such projects as the Thai Nguyen key product
development program in 2021-2025, with a vision to 2030; the
collective economic development program in 2021-2025; the
Thai Nguyen new rural development project in 2021-2025;
and high-tech agriculture project in Tien Phong commune,
Pho Yen town.

The province will improve cooperation between the
agricultural and rural development sector and relevant
agencies like the Department of Science and Technology, the
Department of Industry and
Trade, the Department of Planning
and Investment, the Department
of Finance, Thai Nguyen
University, and sociopolitical
organizations to carry out
agricultural and rural development
tasks in the province.n
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Unlocking Agricultural Potential
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With the effort to overcome difficulties and unlock local potential and
strengths, Thai Nguyen province has successfully modernized and
sustained agricultural production and increased agricultural values to
contribute more to socioeconomic development.

BiCh hAnh



T
hai Nguyen is one of a few localities that have seriously and
effectively implemented planning work (an important task
that must go one step ahead). The Department of
Construction importantly advises the Provincial People's
Committee on short-term and long-term infrastructure

construction and operation planning and land-use planning to create
architectural aesthetic values and social and economic effects.

Given its very important role of shaping spatial development in line with
the socioeconomic development strategy, construction planning must be one
step ahead. Recognizing this importance and realizing the ambition of
delivering socioeconomic sustainability for Thai Nguyen province, the
construction sector has coordinated with localities and relevant agencies to
figure out urban construction planning to lay the groundwork for
infrastructure development investment for workplaces, schools and
residences for workers and residents and to solve pressing social demands.

The province advocates reviewing and making the urban-industrial
construction system planning. Urban construction planning is also viewed
under a new approach based on the assessment of comprehensive impacts
of elements in the multidimensional urban relationship. As a result, Thai
Nguyen has basically met requirements for local investment attraction and
socioeconomic development. 

As a province lying in the greater Hanoi region, the development
cooperation among provinces and cities in the northern key economic
region and other localities in the country is an objective requirement in
order to better exploit potential strengths and promote local and national
industrialization and modernization. Therefore, over the past years, Thai
Nguyen province has constantly directed agencies in local construction
planning to match the greater Hanoi planning, especially in infrastructure
connectivity in the Hanoi - Thai Nguyen boundary, for joint development.

In recent years, under the close leadership of the Party and the
Government, together with other localities throughout the country, the
Thai Nguyen Department of Construction has taken strong actions to
improve the effect of State management of local construction. In addition
to human resources development, the department has focused on
improving State management according to the tasks assigned to it by the
Provincial People's Committee and the Ministry of Construction. In
particular, the department has advised the Provincial People's Committee
to issue many legal documents, concretize governmental decrees and
ministerial circulars on planning management, construction investment
and construction quality management, urban management, housing,
urban infrastructure and construction materials management.

To implement the Resolution of the 20th Provincial Party Congress
on developing industry into an economic foundation and an economic
spearhead, the construction sector of Thai Nguyen province has actively
studied, surveyed, designed and planned construction of industrial parks
to facilitate investment attraction into the province.

Mr. Hoang Duc Khanh, Director of the Thai Nguyen Construction
Department, said, “Improving the quality of urban planning and
development is a cross-cutting task of the construction sector. We have
actively advised and implemented directions of the Provincial People's
Committee, closely coordinated with localities to carry out urban and
residential zone planning for districts and towns to mobilize investment
resources for infrastructure construction to serve local and provincial
socioeconomic development. At the same
time, the sector has strictly issued construction
permits, based on approved planning,
particularly in Thai Nguyen City and district
centers. The department has also coordinated
with district governments to strengthen
construction management according to plans
specified by competent authorities.”n
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Improving Urban
Planning and

Architecture Quality 

Construction planning plays an
important role in shaping space,

infrastructure and landscape
architecture in urban and rural areas

in Thai Nguyen province. Despite
facing numerous difficulties and

challenges, the construction sector
of Thai Nguyen province has made

great contributions to overall
socioeconomic development over

the past time.

MAnh Dung

Mr. Hoang Duc Khanh, Director of the Thai Nguyen Construction Department



Thai Nguyen province has made a lot of
innovations to obtain achievements in
transport development. Vietnam Business
Forum has an interview with Mr. Le Van
Vinh, Director of Thai Nguyen Department
of Transport, on this issue. Duy Anh reports.

What do you think about transport infrastructure
development in Thai Nguyen province in the 2016 - 2020
period?

Thai Nguyen province has effectively executed the Resolution
of the 19th Provincial Party Congress and brought key transport
projects into operation to boost socioeconomic performance in
the past years. The transport capacity has been improved.

With the mission of “going ahead to open the way” for
socioeconomic development, after many years of innovative
investment, the transport sector has achieved its mission. The
State management of transport has been strengthened in recent
years. The transport sector has increasingly enhanced the
coordination with other relevant agencies and localities to ensure
traffic continuity and traffic safety.

The traffic infrastructure has received due investment to serve
socioeconomic development tasks. To date, the province’s road
system has reached nearly 5,000 km, including 39 km of
highways, 284 km of national roads, 374 km of provincial roads,
159 km of urban roads, 742 km of district roads and over 3,200

km of commune roads. All national
roads and expressways are asphalted.
Over 95% of provincial roads are
asphalted and widened the road
surface from 3.5m to 5-5.5m wide.
The transport and vehicle
management has basically met
travelling and transportation needs.

Currently, the province has nearly 400 coaches operated by 20
enterprises on more than 220 interprovincial routes, more than
2,000 taxicabs and 148 buses operated by six companies on 10 bus
routes.

In the next stage, what objectives and solutions will you
focus on?

Currently, we are gradually completing the local transport
network according to the plan approved by the Provincial
People’s Committee in Decision 1107/QD-UBND dated May 31,
2012. In the coming time, the transport development plan will be
integrated in the Thai Nguyen Master Plan in 2021-2030, with a
vision to 2050. Some of traffic highlights and breakthroughs in
the coming period will be as follows:

Adding external transport routes to the planning to
completely connect Thai Nguyen with other provinces in the
region and enhancing regional connectivity: Adding National
Highway 23 in the 2021-2030 period. The 121.22-km road starts
at the junction with National Highway 2 in Phuc Yen town, Vinh
Phuc province and ends at the intersection with National
Highway 2C in Tuyen Quang province. Upon completion,
National Highway 23 will link National Highway 2 with National
Highway 37 and National Highway 2C and go through three
provinces of Vinh Phuc, Thai Nguyen and Tuyen Quang. Adding
National Highway 3D that connects Bac Kan to Thai Nguyen in
the 2021-2030 period. The 100.1-km road starts at the junction
with National Highway 3 in Bac Kan province. Thai Nguyen -
Tuyen Quang Expressway, planned for construction in 2030-
2050, will connect Hanoi - Thai Nguyen Expressway and Phu
Tho - Tuyen Quang Expressway.

We will also focus on key transport projects in the 2021-2025
period to meet inter-regional development and connectivity
requirements; improve bus systems to connect Thai Nguyen with
neighboring provinces, and develop the smart transportation
system. We will continue to carry out administrative procedure
and policy reforms to meet development requirements of the
transport sector in the international integration era.

Thank you very much!
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The Party Congress of Thai Nguyen province's Department of

Transport for the 2020 – 2022 period



T
he pandemic outbreak caused significant adversity
to local social and economic development, leading
to reduction in local Industrial production, trade,
service, tourism, transportation, import and
export. However, with the consensus of the

people, the business community and businesspeople in
performing the dual task of “fighting against the pandemic
outbreak and removing difficulties against local enterprises in
business", the province managed to ease pandemic impacts on
socioeconomic development and social security. 

Overcoming these difficulties, the Thai Nguyen Tax
Department has actively adopted many solutions in tax
administration. In the first nine months of 2020, the State

budget revenue reached VND8,236
billion, equal to 67% of the target
assigned by the province and down 7%
from the same period of 2019.

To complete the budget revenue
target of VND12,355 billion in 2020
assigned by the Provincial People’s
Council and the Provincial People’s
Committee, it must collect VND4,119
billion in the last three months of the
year. This is a very heavy and difficult
task for Thai Nguyen tax industry. In the
coming time, although enterprises have
recovered from pandemic impacts, they
will still face numerous difficulties.
Especially, foreign direct investment
(FDI) enterprises will be affected by
both input supply markets and
consumer markets.

Therefore, to fulfill the assigned
budget revenue target in 2020, Thai
Nguyen province's tax authorities will
focus on the following solutions:

Closely following the leadership and
direction of the Central Government,
the Provincial Party Committee, the
Provincial People’s Committee, the
Ministry of Finance - the General
Department of Taxation in budget
collection tasks; actively advising Party
committees and local authorities on
solutions, mechanisms and policies to
improve the business investment
environment, create favorable
conditions for investment and business
projects for a sustainable source of
budget revenue.

Keeping a close watch on
performance of local enterprises,
actively urging the timely collection and
payment of taxes to the State coffers,
particularly on key taxpayers like
Samsung Electronics Vietnam Co., Ltd,
Thai Nguyen Iron and Steel Joint Stock
Company, and Nui Phao Mining and
Processing Co., Ltd.

Urging taxpayers to pay tax in full
and extended land rental on due date

according to Decree 41/ND-CP of the Government.
Focusing on overdue tax collection solutions to reduce

overdue tax and increase budget revenue for the government
Improving tax inspection quality, complying with

regulations and directions on Covid-19 pandemic prevention
and retrospectively collecting tax evaded by violators

Raising the quality of tax
officers by strictly observing the
code of conduct and cultural ethics
at the workplace, building internal
rules and regulations to create a
cultured workplace, seriously
combating corruption and
practicing thrift.n
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Effort to Accomplish State
Budget Collection in Tough Time 

In 2020, the Thai Nguyen Tax Department has advantages
and disadvantages in collecting State budget. However,
given local advantages in investment attraction, the
department expected that the business community will
resume normal operations in the last months of the year as
the Covid-19 pandemic is controlled, thus generating more
income for companies and creating more jobs for workers.
This will help raise income for the State budget as a result.



Over the past years, the State Bank of
Vietnam in Thai Nguyen province (SBV
Thai Nguyen) has been proactive and flexible
in management, helping the system of banks
and people's credit funds constantly develop.
Vietnam Business Forum had an interview
with Mr. Bui Van Khoa, Director of SBV
Thai Nguyen. Nguyen Dung reports. 

Could you please tell us about the contributions of the
banking sector to the overall economic development of the
province in the 2016-2020 period?

In recent years, Thai Nguyen banking industry has become
stronger, making many important contributions to the local socio-
economic development. SBV Thai Nguyen, with the function of
advising and assisting the Governor of SBV in implementing the state
management of money, banking and foreign exchange activities in
the province, has well deployed monetary and credit policies to credit
institutions (CIs) in the area. Credit expansion has gone hand in hand
with credit safety and quality, ensuring capital supply for production
and business sectors, priority sectors, and favorable conditions in
accessing bank capital. The period 2016-2020 has continued to be a
successful period in operating monetary policy of SBV in general and
the banking system of Thai Nguyen province in particular. The
mobilized capital of CIs records an average growth of 18.76%/year;
the average growth rate of credit outstanding balance is 13.31%/year;
the efficiency of credit flows has been improved, contributing to
support economic growth. NPL ratio is maintained at about 1%/total
outstanding loans, below the banking industry average. Credit
structure focuses mainly on production, business, trade and services
(80%); consumer loans (18%), real estate loans, securities and
construction of bridges (2%), which are in line with the local socio-
economic development policy.

By the end of September 30, 2020, the mobilized capital reached
VND73,200 billion, an increase of 11.87% compared to December 31,
2019. It is estimated that by December 31, 2020, the mobilized capital
will reach VND77 trillion, up 17.67% compared to December 31,
2019. The outstanding loans to the economy as of September 30, 2020
reached VND60,600 billion, up 6.03% compared to December 31,
2019. It is estimated that by December 31, 2020, the outstanding loans
will reach VND63 trillion, up 10.23% compared to December 31,
2019. Bad debt is controlled under 1%/total outstanding loans.

The banking sector has concretized
and synchronously implemented
solutions on monetary, credit, banking
and foreign exchange policies;
deployed credit solutions quickly and
flexibly; positively transformed the
credit structure with a focus on
production - business activities to help
businesses to stabilize and develop.

Local banks have synchronously implemented many solutions to
remove difficulties for businesses, striving to achieve the credit growth
target, contributing to the GRDP growth of Thai Nguyen province.

The operation network of CIs in the area in the past five years has
been widely developed, covering all 180/180 communes, wards and
towns of the province, and banks have focused on expanding the
network to rural areas to promote lending to rural development.

Regarding products and services, banks have innovated and
applied information technology with many products and services
suitable to customers' needs. They have supplied many new products
to increase convenience for customers such as: increasing the utility of
personal accounts, developing e-banking services, ATMs, products on
mobile phones, bank card payment via devices accepting cards
contributing to promoting non-cash payment in residential areas.

What are the top goals, the priority fields that the provincial
banking sector will focus on in the coming time?

We will continue to closely follow the goals, orientations and
directions of the Government, SBV and the Provincial Party
Committee and Provincial People's Committee to direct CIs to
implement solutions to remove difficulties, promote production and
business development, effectively supply capital for the economy to
contribute to the economic growth. It will continue to direct CIs to
effectively implement solutions to remove difficulties for customers
affected by Covid-19 such as rescheduling debt repayment terms,
exemption and reduction of interest according to Circular 01,
reducing operating fees to save resources for new loans with
preferential interest rates to support and accompany businesses to
overcome difficulties. We will focus on loans for production and
business sectors, priority sectors, and bank-business connection
program. We will summarize and evaluate the implementation of
Project 1058 as a basis for construction of Project on restructuring the
system of CIs for the period 2021-2025; direct CIs to develop
electronic payment activities, contributing to promoting non-cash
payments in the area.

Thank you very much!
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A
dhering to guidelines and solutions of the
treasury development strategy of the State
Treasury of Vietnam to 2020, the State
Treasury of Thai Nguyen has successfully
completed its political and professional tasks

and made important contributions to local socioeconomic
development, expressed in the following contents:

It has actively and closely worked with budget collectors
in the province to make quick, full and accurate revenue
records at all levels; and provided regular and continuous
budget collection data to competent agencies for budget
collection management at all levels.

State Treasury of Thai Nguyen has controlled State
budget expenditures in a strict, timely and proper manner;
stringently supervised recurrent expenses such as expenses
for official events and overseas business trips in the context
of applying measures to prevent and combat Covid-19
epidemic as directed by the government; and made quick,
timely and accurate payment of State revenues and
expenditures.

It has made periodic and daily reports to State Treasury
leaders and the Provincial People’s Committee for state
budget administration and promoted its advising role in
State budget revenue and expenditure administration.

State Treasury of Thai Nguyen has tightened discipline
and upheld responsibility and accountability of agency
leaders; improved the sense of responsibility of public
servants for expenditure control; resolutely handled acts of

harassment of public officials and employees in payment of
state budget expenditures; and arranged and streamlined the
apparatus in addition to modernizing management
technology in order to improve the effectiveness and
efficiency of operations as directed by the State Treasury
and the Ministry of Finance of Vietnam.

With its roles, functions and duties, the State Treasury of
Thai Nguyen has adopted many solutions to facilitate
businesses and investors using State budget by grasping
their problems in payment to propose prompt solutions to
the State Treasury of Vietnam and the Thai Nguyen
Provincial People's Committee; reduced the time of
spending and payment control by launching the centralized
bilateral payment system with commercial banks, inter-
treasury electronic payment and interbank electronic
payment.

State Treasury of Thai Nguyen has regularly coordinated
with investors and project management units to speed up
project implementation, solve difficulties in budget
disbursement and payment; organized conferences on State
budget expenditure control with investors and project
management units in the province to remove problems they
face. Besides, the branch has focused on training and fostering
expenditure control expertise for employees and, at the same
time, strictly handled employees showing signs of harassment
in performing public duties, because personnel is an
important factor in solving work, procedures and records to
shape an enabling business environment for investors.n
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Promoting Treasury Management
Steadfast to local socioeconomic development goals, the State
Treasury of Thai Nguyen province has figured out development
directions, effectively managed the local financial sector, thus
contributing to the province’s overall achievements.

for compensating for all economic and reputational damages
of the company and how will the officers who deliberately
falsified records that result in to this damage be disciplined?
Currently, are there any communication channels for
businesses to know that foreign partners are operating or have
stopped working?

With respect to tax regulations in Decree 126, Mr. Le
Hoang Tung, Chief Accountant of Vietcombank, asked
how commercial banks will provide customers' account
information? What are their obligations to withhold tax on
income from electronic transactions on Google and
Facebook platforms? Meanwhile, commercial banks are
just payment intermediaries that just provide payment
services. Therefore, in reality, banks and payment
intermediaries lack information to determine the source of
income to determine whether it is subject to tax obligations
or not. It is difficult for banks to fulfill this obligation.
Much more detailed guidance on this regulation is
desperately needed.

Mr. Dang Ngoc Minh, Deputy General Director of the
General Department of Taxation, answered that the Law
on Tax Administration stipulates that commercial banks
are responsible for providing taxpayers' account data for
tax authorities. To carry out this regulation, tax
authorities will require banks to provide an account for
specific cases and subjects in the given order. In the
coming time, the General Department of Taxation will
coordinate with the State Bank of Vietnam and credit
institutions to promulgate regulations and procedures for
providing customers' payment account data.

“In order for policies to be truly effective in practice, the
Ministry of Finance hopes to receive more candid and
constructive contributions for tax and customs policies and
procedures from the business community to reform and
improve them towards more transparency and specificity, help
taxpayers fulfil tax policies quickly and conveniently. This will
help us encourage investment, encourage export and match
international practices and international commitments to
economic integration in the region and the world of Vietnam,”
said Deputy Minister Vu Thi Mai.n

(from P.15)



R
ecognized as a first-class provincially
administered city in 2010, Thai Nguyen City
has expanded the population size to over
500,000 and the natural area to more than
220 square kilometers, divided into 32

commune-level administrative units. In 2016 - 2020, the
city witnessed economic growth of over 15% and an
industrial output growth and budget revenue growth of
16.5% a year. In 2020, its industrial output value was
estimated at VND8,500 billion, an agricultural output
growth to VND135 million per hectare. Since 2016, Thai
Nguyen City has become a top-class investment

destination, attracting nearly 100
investment projects with over
VND100 trillion (US$4.4 billion),
which mainly focus on service,
trade, industry, high-tech
agriculture, urban infrastructure,
health and education.

In particular, currently Thai
Nguyen City is effectively carrying
out “the northern mountainous
urbanization program” and “the
integrated driving urbanization
project” funded with over US$180
million by the World Bank (WB),
which are to create a new driving
force for urban development and
local socio-economic development.
Along with projects with funds
coming from the State budget, in
the 2015-2020 period, the city also
invested nearly VND7,800 billion,
sourced from the local budget, in
412 urban infrastructure projects.
The city implemented 13 ODA-
funded investment projects with
over VND2,500 billion of
investment capital. Many
investment projects were completed
in recent years, including extended
Bac Son Road, Viet Bac Road,
Xuong Rong 2 Lake and Thai Hung
Ecocity.

To achieve its goals in the new
stage, the city will focus on attracting
investment capital for economic
development, giving priority to
infrastructure development projects,
and speeding up the completion of
tourism service projects in western
and northern regions. It will
prioritize industrial development in
line with the planned development of
the northern key economic region
and the capital Hanoi, develop high-
tech agriculture together with
processing industries, and build
national and international brands for
its key agricultural product - Tan
Cuong tea.

In urban development, Thai Nguyen City ensures that, by
2025, sufficient urban land will be used for planned
investment projects so as to raise first-class urban
infrastructure criteria. Some of these projects include the
northern mountainous
urbanization program - Thai
Nguyen City, Phase 2; the driving
urbanization project - Thai
Nguyen City; the Song Cau
riverside urban project; the
infrastructure development project
for Ho Nui Coc Tourist Area.n

THAI NGUYEN CITY

Aiming for Modern, 
Civilized City
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Thai Nguyen City aims to efficiently tap investment
resources for modern synchronous urban infrastructure
toward a smart city in the 2020-2025 period to generate
stronger momentum for socioeconomic development.
The city will strive for an annual economic growth of
over 15%, an annual industrial output growth of 5%
and State budget revenue growth of over 10% (revenue
from land excluded) to 2025.



Can you give an overview of your outstanding achievements
in recent years?

In 2015-2020, we have implemented a series of effective solutions
to achieve most of the proposed targets, creating a driving force for the
socio-economic development and improvement of living standards for
people. The most noticeable change in all 30 communes and towns of
the district is a strong breakthrough in rural development.

To achieve this result, we have effectively mobilized resources for
new rural construction, and attracted investment into key areas.
Currently, the whole district has 18 out of 28 communes qualified
under the new rural standards. Dai Tu district is considered to be the
leading locality in the movement of building a new countryside in Thai
Nguyen province.

In terms of infrastructure development, we have made a
spectacular breakthrough in the past three years. According to the plan,
by the end of 2020, the district will build and upgrade nearly 300km of
roads, with a total estimated investment of over VND166 billion. In
fact, the district has fulfilled about 400km. In addition, the district has
built many other works such as markets and residential areas.

How have you enhanced investment attraction?
Promoting investment has been identified by the district as a

breakthrough for rapid and sustainable socio-economic development.

The district has much potential in minerals such as coal, ore, sand and
gravel, and Nui Phao mining site is worth mentioning. With large
reserves of tungsten, this mine not only makes a big change in
Vietnam's mining industry but also has the ability to change the face of
the tungsten supply industry worldwide. In addition to Nui Phao, at
present, there are four industrial clusters in the district, with a total area
of 214 hectares, of which three clusters have been approved for detailed
planning: Phu Lac 1, Phu Lac 2 and An Khanh 1. Up to now, basically
infrastructure in these clusters is ready and they have drawn a number
of projects such as An Khanh Thermal Power Joint Stock Company,
TNG Garment Factory and Quan Trieu Cement Factory.

In the coming time, we will pay special attention to directing
sectors and levels to focus on implementing solutions to create an open
and transparent investment environment. We will improve
compensation and ground clearance to attract investment and
contribute to socio-economic development. 

We will improve the efficiency of attracting domestic and foreign
investment; give priority to attracting investment projects on high-tech
industries and clean technologies. We will resolutely refuse to receive
and license projects using outdated technology, consuming a lot of
energy, and potentially polluting the environment and ecology.

Thank you very much!

DAI TU DISTRICT

Promoting Potential and Strengths
In the past, Dai Tu district has made great efforts to enhance socio-economic
development and improve the quality of local people's material and spiritual
life. With regard to this, Vietnam Business Forum had an interview with Mr.
Pham Quang Anh, Chairman of Dai Tu District People's Committee.



With the motto of staying by the side of
the business community and investors,
Pho Yen town has made great effort to
support businesses and investors,
considering their success as the success of
the town. Mr. Bui Van Luong, Chairman
of People's Committee of Pho Yen town,
shared with Vietnam Business Forum in
this regard. Duy Binh reports.

Could you share something about some of your
outstanding socio-economic results in the period 2015-
2020?

Pho Yen holds a strategic role in Thai Nguyen province. It
is located in the southern part of the province - adjacent to
Hanoi city. Pho Yen always plays a very important role in

promoting the integration and
socio-economic development of
the whole province. We have
advantages of traffic connection
and complete infrastructure. This
is considered a solid foundation for
a rapid urbanization process of the
town and the development of the

local real estate market. Pho Yen is aimed to become a city by
2023. We have made remarkable achievements in all aspects of
economy - culture - society. Thanks to the policy of attracting
investment and promoting the reform of administrative
procedures, we have successfully attracted many investors into
this potential land.

From these advantages, we have joined forces to reform
administration, improve the investment environment, flexibly
implement investment promotions, flexibly apply legal
regulations and reform investment cooperation in a
methodical and synchronous manner. Over the past years, we
have achieved an average annual economic growth of over
30% with industry, trade and service accounting for a high
proportion in the economic structure; the total industrial
production value reaching VND750 trillion, 31.25% higher
than the target. The export value reached US$27 billion,
accounting for 97% of the province's turnover; the average
income per capita was over VND100 million/person/year; FDI
attraction reached US$6.8 billion, bringing the total registered
investment capital in the area to VND225 trillion. Pho Yen is
among localities with the highest GDP growth of the country,
successfully promoting the value supply chain and attracting
many domestic and foreign investors.

In the coming time, how will you mobilize and
efficiently use investment resources to develop a smart
and modern urban city, striving to become a city by 2030?

Pho Yen was recognized as a town in 2015, and it only
took four years to advance it to meet the urban criteria of
grade III, one year ahead of Resolution 05 of the Provincial
Party Committee. 

In order to effectively mobilize investment resources for
smart, modern urban development, striving to become a city
by 2023, we have determined to focus on three breakthrough
development stages: Doing well the site clearance, attracting
investment for socio-economic development; developing
Dong Tam Dao urban leisure and ecotourism, stepping up
economic restructuring  with a focus on developing industry,
trade and services, tourism, sustainable agricultural
production and urbanization. We will mobilize and efficiently
use investment resources in construction of socio-economic
infrastructure, infrastructure of industrial clusters, handicraft
villages and urban infrastructure according to planning. We
will focus on developing all economic sectors, especially the
private economy; giving priority to the development of small
and medium-sized enterprises in all sectors and fields. We
have also identified specific tasks and solutions for each field.
In particular, we will emphasize the development of technical
infrastructure, helping the town  to meet the standard for
becoming a city. We will focus on developing and improving
the urban infrastructure system. We will improve the quality
and efficiency of urban management. We will invest in
infrastructure, environment and social services, suitable for
modern urban development. Local transportation will be
developed in a sustainable manner, creating a modern and
synchronous traffic infrastructure connection between
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national traffic networks to local roads, creating a connection
between production - processing and consumption,
combining economy with defense and security, especially in
the western communes of the town.

Could you share some policies and solutions to
support businesses in the area?

Over the past years, with the efforts of the entire political
system, the calling and attracting investment in the town has
prospered. The investment and business environment in the
area has been gradually improved; transport infrastructure has
been upgraded; industrial parks, clusters and cottage industry
have been planned; investment procedures have been
reformed to make it more favorable for businesses and
entrepreneurs. We have implemented a number of solutions
to support local businesses as follows:

Focusing on reforming administrative procedures,
reviewing and proposing to competent authorities to remove
unnecessary administrative procedures in the field of
investment, and shortening the time for processing
administrative procedures, especially, administrative
procedures directly related to the interests of enterprises such
as: Business registration, environment, land, taxes, creating
favorable conditions for enterprises to develop stronger in
quantity and quality according to Action Plan to promote
administrative reform, strongly improve the business
investment environment, support business development and
improve the district's competitiveness in the 2015-2020 period;
with the goal to reduce 30% of the time to resolve
administrative procedures in all fields.

Well implementing the Government's Resolution 19/NQ-
CP on tasks and solutions to improve the business
environment, Resolution 35/NQ-CP on supporting business

development to 2020. Organizing dialogues with businesses to
promptly grasp, support, and remove difficulties and problems
for businesses. Promptly providing information on
mechanisms and policies of the province and the district so
that businesses can grasp investment promotion.

Constantly creating and perfecting a favorable business
environment for enterprises to develop, drastically carrying
out the compensation, ground clearance, and handover of the
site to create conditions for investors to quickly implement
projects.

Strengthening investment promotion to attract potential
businesses; enhancing inspection work, urging investors to
implement projects on schedule; resolutely revoking incapable
projects.

Do you have a message to the business community?
With the determination to improve the investment

environment, over the past years, we have coordinated all levels
and sectors to implement solutions to improve the efficiency of
investment attraction; the management and investment
attraction have been improved. We have actively called for and
sought capable investors, with priority given to projects
creating more employment, deploying high technology, and
increasing income for ethnic minorities in the district. We
sincerely invite investors who are interested in investing in the
district. We are committed to
working together with businesses
throughout their project
implementation process with the
best support from all levels, sectors,
and always consider "The success of
the business is our success".

Thank you very much!
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How have you promoted and attracted investment
funds in the past time? 

We have tried our best to improve investment promotion
by actively joining trade fairs to introduce its locally distinctive
products and recommending the Provincial People’s
Committee to introduce our investment projects at the Thai
Nguyen Investment Promotion Conference. We have been
actively planning small industrial clusters, clearing the ground
for industrial zone construction to give available land for
investors to utilize local advantages like smart agricultural
production, cinnamon essential oil production, construction
materials manufacturing, garment production, residential and
urban infrastructure construction, tourism and eco-tourism
development. To date, Trong Khoi Co., Ltd and Thagaco
Garment Company have studied investment opportunities in
the district. We have coordinated with relevant bodies to take
on Ho Chi Minh Road Project (phase 1) running across Dinh
Hoa district (Cho Moi - Cho Chu section) and proposed the
central government to soon launch the second phase of Ho
Chi Minh Road Project to get connected to Tuyen Quang
province. We have also expanded the traffic route to Phu Dinh
Zone and historic sites between Thai Nguyen and Tuyen
Quang and create important ecotourism attractions in Thai
Nguyen and Tuyen Quang provinces in the coming years.

Furthermore, we also hope the business community and
businesspeople to discuss frankly and openly, actively give
feedback, suggestions and donations for agencies and
authorities at all levels to improve the business investment

environment and support business development. We pledge to
facilitate the business community and businesspeople seeking
to invest in the district with easy administrative procedures
and favorable investment environment. Besides, we will
propose to the central government and Thai Nguyen province
for specific mechanisms. 

Administrative reform is also an important factor to
attract investment. Would you tell us how Dinh Hoa
district has done this work in the past time?

We implemented administrative reforms, aiming to make
the business investment environment more attractive and the
local competitiveness stronger to investors. We effectively
carried out Plan 45/KH-UBND dated March 19, 2020 of Thai
Nguyen Provincial People’s Committee on implementation of
Resolution 02/NQ-CP dated January 1, 2020 of the
Government on continued execution of key solutions and
measures for a better business environment and stronger
national competitiveness to 2020; raised the Provincial
Competitiveness Index (PCI), the Vietnam Provincial
Governance and Public Administration Performance Index
(PAPI), and the Public Administration Reform Index (PAR
Index) and the Satisfaction Index of Public Administrative
Services (SIPAS). The Dinh Hoa Party Committee issued
Program 03-DA/HU dated October 25, 2016 on accelerating
administrative reform in the political system of Dinh Hoa
district in 2016 - 2020. The Dinh Hoa People’s Committee
advised the Party Committee to promulgate Plan 129-KH/HU

DINH HOA DISTRICT

Effort for Better Investment Environment

Administrative reform is a
breakthrough stage of
improving the investment
environment and fostering
socioeconomic development.
With its effort, Dinh Hoa
district has achieved positive
progress in administrative
reform. Vietnam Business
Forum has an interview with
Mr. Nguyen Minh Tu,
Chairman of Dinh Hoa District
People's Committee, on this
effort. Nguyen Dung reports.
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dated May 2, 2019 on improving the local business
environment and enhancing the PCI Index to 2025 in Dinh
Hoa district. We continued to improve the quality of
administrative procedures to meet maximum requirements of
people and businesses; implemented procedures concerning
tax, land, construction permission and fire prevention to
create a favorable environment to draw investment funds into
the district; transparently publicized policies and plans,
administrative procedures and project information. We
effectively operated websites to share and provide information,
processes, guidance on settlement of administrative
procedures, planning information and investment attraction.
We boosted communications and raised awareness, morale
and service attitude of public employees; intensified
supervision and inspection of administrative services; detected
and strictly punished civil servants harassing people and
enterprises.

What solutions will you take to promote advantages
and create breakthroughs in economic development?

In order to further unlock local potential advantages, in the
coming time, we will actively engage available resources from
central and local organizations and non-government
organizations (NGOs) and the province’s budget integrated into
the 5-year plan (2021-2025) for socioeconomic development
goals of the district. Particularly, we will focus on developing
synchronous, modern urban infrastructure to upgrade Cho Chu
Town to a fourth-grade tourist town as per the Prime Minister’s
Decision 419/QD-TTg dated March 17, 2016 approving
construction planning for revolutionary war zones in Thai
Nguyen, Tuyen Quang and Bac Kan provinces to 2030. At the
same time, we will plan and clear the ground for building
industrial zones and facilitate
businesses and businessmen seeking
to invest in opportunities in
agricultural production, high-tech
industry, cinnamon essential oil
processing and garment production
in the district.

Thank you very much!

Ms. Nguyen Thanh Hai, Secretary of the Thai Nguyen Provincial Party Committee, attends

Dinh Hoa District Party Congress of the term 2020 - 2025
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Important Contributor to Rural Development 

Leaders of Thai Nguyen PMU inspect the progress and quality of Cau

River embankment, the section running through Uc Ky commune 

Taking care of chickens at Tan Thai Poultry Breeding Farm of the

Provincial Center for Plant, Livestock and Fisheries Breeding in Hoa

Thuong commune 

Aware of the importance of
agricultural and rural
development in the province, the
Thai Nguyen Project Management
Unit for Agriculture and Rural
Development Investment (Thai
Nguyen PMU) has made great
effort to fulfill all assigned
political tasks, accelerate
agricultural industrialization and
modernization, and successfully
realize the goal of rural
development.

A
s an advisory agency to the
Provincial People's Committee on
agricultural and rural development
investment, management and
operation in the province, Thai

Nguyen PMU has completed two key projects.
First, the project on urgent treatment of the
section of Ha Chau Dyke, from Km8+600 to
Km13+700 was implemented from 2018 to 2019.
The project ensures traffic safety along the dyke
during the flooding season, thus protecting
human life and people’s property in Ha Chau,
Nga My, Uc Ky and Diem Thuy communes in
Phu Binh district and Tien Phong commune in
Pho Yen town. The dyke surface is also upgraded
into a traffic road. Second, the project of
infrastructure construction for crop and livestock
production in Thai Nguyen province (executed in
2017-2020) was completed with a high-quality
rice seeding facility, a tea seeding facility and a
fowl hatchery with 10,000 heads to ensure the
supply of rice, tea and poultry varieties in the
province.

Knowing that agricultural and rural
development projects play an important role in

the livelihoods of the
people, in the coming
time, Thai Nguyen PMU
will focus on planning
investment projects and
ensuring feasibility and
efficiency. When carrying

out investment projects, the unit will actively
coordinate with relevant agencies to speed up site
clearance and land compensation for contractors to
facilitate project implementation. The unit will
closely follow the construction progress and supervise
contractors to comply with the schedule, and strictly
handle slow contractors. In addition, Thai Nguyen
PMU will actively follow up every development to
detect and promptly remove difficulties and
problems; actively urge construction contractors to
ensure the schedule of completed projects, meet the
required quality and operate agricultural and rural
development projects.n
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Intensifying development of industrial parks
Mr. Tran Quoc Trung, Deputy Director of the Thai

Nguyen Industrial Parks Authority, said, “To develop Thai
Nguyen into a modern industrial center in the north, we have
fostered investment promotion and attraction, with emphasis
placed on large investment projects of advanced technologies
and techniques; coordinated with local authorities to
effectively plan, construct and develop industrial zones to
create a clean land fund for investment projects.”

To date, all six industrial parks have detailed plans
approved by the Provincial People's Committee and five of
them are in operation, housing 236 projects (119 FDI projects
and 117 DDI projects) with a total registered investment
capital of US$8.44 billion and VND15,611 billion. Annual
revenue of tenants in local industrial parks is nearly US$31
billion and nearly VND8,900 billion. They are hiring over
98,000 workers.

The Thai Nguyen Industrial Parks Authority has applied
the ISO 9001:2015 quality management system to all
administrative procedures under its jurisdiction; accelerated
administrative procedure reforms to reduce the process, time
and composition of documents to provide favorable
conditions for enterprises. Every year, the Public
Administration Reform Index (PAR Index) is highly

appreciated by the Provincial People's Committee and
investors and ranked top among provinces and cities in the
country. In addition, the authority has applied information
technology and digital technology to its management work
and support for tenants in industrial parks.

Business support
As an administrator of industrial parks, the agency always

supports enterprises to operate most effectively. In addition, it
strictly monitors, quickly detects and seriously handles
violators to build a healthy and effective business
environment.

The Thai Nguyen Industrial Parks Authority closely
follows business performance of tenants and promptly solves
problems against them. At the same time, the authority always
coordinates with relevant agencies and localities to meet their
requirements for electricity, water, information technology,
technical infrastructure, security and order to create an
enabling investment and business environment. It also
reforms to reduce inspections to help tenants more easily do
business.

Deputy Director Trung added, “In the coming time, we
will further focus resources on creating a clean land fund and
synchronous infrastructure in industrial zones to attract
investors. We will also take innovative steps to enhance the
quality of domestic and foreign investment promotion by
actively approaching large corporations, draw large-scale
quality and high-tech innovative projects that produce good
effects on target industries and facilitate the formation and
launch of product chains. These projects will be the nucleus
and magnet to draw supporting industrial projects to create
complete product chains in the province’s industrial parks.”

The Thai Nguyen Industrial Parks Authority is committed
to supporting businesses with
practical and effective solutions,
fostering business support to
improve the Provincial
Competitiveness Index (PCI),
helping successfully carry out the
Resolution of the 20th Provincial
Party Congress.n

THAI NGUYEN INDUSTRIAL PARKS AUTHORITY

Innovative to Better Support
Investors 
Despite numerous difficulties, with timely support and
effective guidance of the local government, the Thai Nguyen
Industrial Parks Authority has managed to overcome
changes to gradually take innovative solutions to improve
the investment environment and support businesses to carry
out investment projects, foster business performance and
accomplish planned targets.

Mr. Tran Quoc Trung, Deputy Director of the Thai

Nguyen Industrial Parks Authority



T
o become one of the largest hospital systems in
Vietnam, there are still many challenges and
difficulties ahead; however, Senior Doctor and
People's Doctor Le Xuan Tan - General Director of
the Company – is still optimistic and confident in the

investment direction of TNH with the goal: "Customer-centered".
The Board of Directors has always firmly believed in the orientation
of expanding the hospital by prestige of the quality of products and
services, constantly striving to create more innovative values for the
community and society. After all, this orientation is to form a
medical facility for people and for the social community.

Improving the quality of medical examination and
treatment 

Officially established in 2014, located at 328 Luong Ngoc Quyen
street, Thai Nguyen city, TNH is designed according to
international standards with a full range of specialties, modern and
synchronous medical equipment and specialized and experienced
personnel. Realizing that the public health facility system could not
meet the health care needs of the people, while the demand for
health care of the people was increasing, just over five years after
establishment, TNH has continuously expanded investment in
order to meet the increasing need for medical examination and
treatment in the surrounding areas of Thai Nguyen province,
especially the needs of workers in industrial parks in the province.

Following the success of Thai Nguyen International Hospital,
since the end of 2019, TNH has developed Thai Nguyen
International Hospital Phase 2 (total investment of VND450 billion)
and Yen Binh General Hospital (total investment VND270 billion),
which has been in operation since December 2019. This hospital
can meet the medical examination and treatment needs of workers
in Yen Binh industrial park and people of districts, towns and

southern cities of Thai Nguyen and neighboring provinces.
2020 is considered the year of breakthrough development as the

Thai Nguyen International Hospital Phase 2 (in Dong Quang ward,
Thai Nguyen city) was inaugurated and put into operation in
August 2020, with a total floor area of 23,000 square meters. The
hospital is modern and synchronous and can examine about 1,000
patients/day. After only two months in operation, the number of
examinations reached over 50,600.

Generally, in the first six months of 2020, despite being affected
by two waves of Covid-19, the total number of examinations
reached over 165,000 with the total number of patients being treated
nearly 20,000 and bed occupancy reaching 124%. The above-
mentioned numbers and positive feedback of patients are testimony
to the right decisions and strategies of the company's leadership.

Core values make prestige and quality
Professionalism comes from work experience, professional

knowledge and the hearts of the medical workers in the process of
counseling, taking care and treatment for patients. What makes
Thai Nguyen International Hospital Joint Stock Company so special
is that all resources converge on a single goal: "Taking the patient as
the center".

With a team of highly qualified specialists, with 80% of doctors
with postgraduate qualifications: 245 doctors, 440 nurses,
technicians and midwives, TNH affirms its advantages in medical
examination and treatment. In particular, TNH also conducts
professional cooperation with leading doctors of many major
hospitals across the country, with over 40 professors and doctors of
the central hospitals regularly participating in medical examination
and treatment. It provides modern reliable medical services for
people in Thai Nguyen and other provinces, optimizes the
examination and treatment process, and saves time and costs. TNH
has made many innovations in the patient reception process. TNH
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Pursuing Sustainable Values
Thai Nguyen International Hospital Joint Stock Company (TNH) has made great efforts to improve
facilities, expand scale and update scientific advances in treatment. 2020 is a pivotal year for the
company's development. The hospital aims to become the leading spacious and modern private
hospital in Thai Nguyen province and Northern Vietnam.



uses a modern technology system to support the settlement of
hospital admission procedures, quick return of examination results,
creating comfort and convenience for patients when they come for
treatment.

TNH has invested in a system of treatment rooms with a
capacity of up to 600 patient beds with modern medical equipment
and machines such as: 0.35T magnetic resonance imaging (MRI),
64-slice computed tomography (CT) scanner, and 4D and 5D
ultrasound machines. This modern equipment has made an
important contribution to improving treatment efficiency for
patients, helping patients feel secure and satisfied when going to the
hospitals.

In 2020, with the investment in facilities, development of service
quality and human resources, and many positive changes in the way
of serving patients, Thai Nguyen International Hospital Joint Stock
Company continues to apply high-tech, specialized techniques to
treat patients, bringing confidence and peace of mind about the
health of the people. With preferential policies, taking the patient as
the center, it is certain that Thai Nguyen International Hospital

Joint Stock Company will continue to be a reliable center for
medical examination and treatment.

Grabbing opportunities
While the society is developing day by day, Thai Nguyen

International Hospital Joint Stock Company also constantly
welcomes new opportunities. In order to continue to increase the
ability to serve the health care needs of people in Thai Nguyen
province and neighboring localities, in the period of 2021-2024,
with great ambitions to become one of the largest private hospital
systems in Vietnam, the company plans to continue investing in
Yen Binh Thai Nguyen General Hospital by adding 150 beds,
bringing the total number of hospital beds to 300, with a total
investment of VND498.5 billion.

TNH also plans to establish the High-Tech Eye Hospital and the
Pediatric Obstetrics Hospital - to become the first and only
obstetric-pediatric hospital in Thai Nguyen province up to now.
The company also aims to build a general hospital with a scale of
700-1,000 beds in the west of Hanoi, with a total investment of
VND1,500-2,000 billion.

“All investment options of Thai Nguyen International Hospital
Joint Stock Company are based on the results of strict investment
efficiency calculations. At the same time, we ensure that investment
projects must contribute to sustainable development,” said General
Director Le Xuan Tan. To realize that aspiration, the Board of
Directors wants all officers and employees of the company and units
in the hospital system to join hands to build the company - a
miniature society – into a healthy society full of positive energy;
creating increasingly attractive working environment and
conditions, so that everyone can promote their talents, experience
and responsibility for the development of the company and for the
general development of the health sector in Vietnam.n



Founded in 2009 from the merger of three
independent construction teams, Thien Loc
Construction and Investment Joint Stock
Company has become a strong real estate
brand in the country. In addition to its head
office in Hanoi, the company has branches
and transaction offices in Hanoi, Bien Hoa
City (Dong Nai province) and Song Cong
city (Thai Nguyen province).

Glorious history
After more than a decade of development, Thien Loc has so

far affirmed its capacity, prestige and brand in the construction
investment, traffic, and real estate fields. This achievement is a
strong driving force for the company to achieve more impressive
outcomes in the coming time.

Mr. Vu Van Truong, Chairman and General Director of
Thien Loc Construction and Investment Joint Stock Company,
said, “Although we are very successful, we are not self-satisfied
but always strive to improve our company’s stature and value. In

the coming time, the Executive Board and all the staff will strive
to consolidate development and promote achieved results, focus
on intensive construction and infrastructure investment projects,
constantly renovate business methods, stabilize spiritual and
material life and increase income for employees, enabling the
company to gain more success in the future and steadily conquer
new heights.”

Besides, the company also pays special attention to human
resources development. With its own experience, the company
always understands that nothing can replace human intelligence.
The company’s human resources are streamlined, qualified,
professional and stable. To switch focus on investment, in 2017,
Thien Loc merged the Project Investment - Management
Department and Engineering Construction Department into the
Engineering - Project Department.

Division leaders are well-qualified and capable to perform
best work and achieve sustainable development for the company.
The prerequisite for Thien Loc to obtain these elements is
focusing on improving employees’ lives each year. Reportedly, in
addition to paying an average monthly income of VND13
million to an employee, the company fully complies with
regulations on health insurance, social insurance and other
employees’ interests.

Every month, besides the basic salary, high performing
employees are awarded performance bonuses, with the highest
rate equal to their one-month salary. Employees are entitled to
free lunch and four uniforms a year. They are rewarded a one-
month bonus on the occasion of the Lunar New Year.
Employees going on business are granted travel expenses.
Technicians are given special allowances.

Moreover, Thien Loc always supports community
development as it donates a handsome amount of money for
local social activities such as visiting and giving gifts to policy
beneficiaries. Every year, the company’s leaders spend time
visiting families with meritorious services and poor people,
especially in localities where Thien Loc has projects, to present
gifts and encourage them to contribute more to national
construction. Besides, in addition to optimistic revenue growth,
the company’s tax payment has increased significantly.

Thien Loc - Song Cong Urban Area is attractive to
investors

Since its launch, Thien Loc - Song Cong Urban Area has
quickly caught the fancy of many
customers and become a peaceful
residential area and the most
attractive profitable investment in
the region. Having convenient
access to the traffic system,
including National Highway 3,
Hanoi - Thai Nguyen Expressway
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Mr. Vu Van Truong, Chairman and General Director of Thien Loc

Construction and Investment Joint Stock Company



and Hanoi - Quan Trieu Railway, and lying in a buffer zone
between the Red River Delta and the northern midland, Thien
Loc - Song Cong Urban Area is considered a gateway for trade
and a transit point for economic regions in the north of Hanoi
and southern provinces of the northern highland and
mountainous region.

To create a comfortable, top-class residence in Song Cong
city, right after the project was launched, Thien Loc completed
meticulous planning to create a green-based complex consisting
of restaurants, supermarkets, kindergartens, cultural houses,
offices for rent and community sports areas to bring comfortable
life and meet the study and entertainment needs of residents.

Currently, more than 90% of infrastructure has been
completed. Many families have already moved in. Therefore,
customers only need to sign purchase contracts to start housing
construction or to lease land. For investors, this is considered the
most appropriate time to buy the property for short-term or
long-term investment to make a profit, because of high liquidity.

As a well-reputed experienced real estate developer, Thien
Loc has fulfilled its commitments to customers in progress,
construction quality, and expressed its high responsibility in
completing legal procedures so that customers will receive the
ownership certificate right after the land purchase deal is signed.
Thus, in addition to possessing well-positioned, profitable real
estate, customers can be assured when they are guaranteed with
the highest legal values.

Besides, ongoing Mo Bach Central Hills, located in Quang
Vinh Ward and Quang Trung Ward, Thai Nguyen City, is
invested by Thien Loc Company in cooperation with Anh Thang
Mineral and Real Estate Co., Ltd. Covering 7.1 ha, the project
consists of 142 semi detached houses and 92 villas, expected to

be a blockbuster property in 2020 and create a new rush, not
only for the Thai Nguyen market but also for northern provinces
along Hanoi. This affirms Thien Loc’s right approach on the
road to success.

Having gone through numerous difficulties, with the
business acumen of the leadership and the unanimous consensus
of employees, Thien Loc continues to fulfill and exceed business
plans and targets. It is expected that under the direction of
Chairman and General Director Vu Van Truong, a talented and
determined leader, Thien Loc Construction and Investment
Joint Stock Company will go even further.n
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Vice Chairwoman and Deputy General Director Nguyen Thi Thanh

Trang presents gifts to the poor and disaster-stricken people in the

Central Vietnam 

Perspective of Thien Loc Residential Area



Tecco Group has carried out many urban
infrastructure and service investment

projects to create a distinctive mark in
Thai Nguyen city. By making a reasonable

development strategy and investing
heavily in locally competitive products

and services, Tecco Group has not only
successfully built its name and affirmed

its position and brand on the property
market, but also built a modern and

civilized urban space.

nguyen Dung

Tecco Elite City Thai Nguyen adds values to life
According to a report by the Ministry of Planning and

Investment, Thai Nguyen province has emerged as an
impressive recipient of foreign investment funds in the
northern midland and mountainous region. As of June 2020,
the province had 153 FDI projects, including 118 projects in
industrial parks, with a total registered capital of US$8.2
billion.

Thai Nguyen is also known for the largest “super-project”
in Vietnam, invested by Samsung Group with US$7.2 billion.
A report released by Samsung Thai Nguyen showed that the
group’s output value reached over VND265 trillion (US$11.5
billion) in the first six months of 2020.

Seeing that Thai Nguyen province is a major recipient of
FDI funds, some real estate investors have also landed their
projects in this market to seek opportunities. However, not all
projects are successful. In that context, Tecco Group, a real
estate “tycoon” dubbed as a trailblazer in new lands, decided
to invest in building a high-end apartment complex project
called Tecco Elite City.

The strong FDI fund growth and the concentration of
large industrial parks and factories have attracted a huge
number of workers to live and work in Thai Nguyen
province, resulting in a high demand for accommodations
and opening up great opportunities for the real estate market.
Thousands of experts, engineers and managers from South
Korea, Japan, China, Singapore and other countries always
have strict requirements for quality of life. They need world-
class residences with upmarket amenities. This is explaining
why most foreign specialists working in Thai Nguyen return
to Hanoi every day after work because local residence quality
and services of many existing projects fail to meet their
demands.

This reality brought a huge opportunity for high-end
projects like Tecco Elite City. Before Tecco Elite City, Tecco
Group invested to build Tecco Phu Lien Apartment, which
was sold out in a short time. This project was also considered
an important stepping stone for Tecco Group to make a big
investment in this new market. The group quietly developed a
land fund when Thai Nguyen was still uninterested by
investors. Buying the land when its price was very low, the
project offered a very competitive selling price. Tecco Elite
City, featuring Singapore-styled design with “light tree” and
“infinity pool” in the air, is covered with green patches -
characterized in Singapore-styled design, unseen in Thai
Nguyen province before.

Notably, the project is situated on 21,000 square meters in
Thinh Dan ward, the gateway to Thai Nguyen, with an
extremely easy access to billion-dollar Bac Son Avenue and to
interregional and arterial traffic routes. The project is
connected to existing nearby facilities such as bus stations and
universities just 5-10 minutes’ drive. Lying adjacent to
National Highway 3 and Hanoi - Thai Nguyen - Bac Kan
Expressway, future residents of the project can easily move
between residences and workplaces in industrial parks in the
province: about 20 minutes to reach Diem Thuy Industrial
Park or Song Cong Industrial Park and 10 minutes to
Samsung Complex.

The project has up to 68 utilities like cinema, shopping
mall, Tec-care ecosystem, Tec-Coffee and Tec-mall, to high-
rise facilities like swimming pool and roof-light architecture.
When completed, Tecco Elite City will bring a classy, quality

TECCO 

Effort to Best
Serve Customers 



and humane living space to residents, and promises to be a highlight of
Thai Nguyen city. With many outstanding facilities, Tecco Elite City is
welcomed by the market.

Tecco Elite City clearly has a combination of advantages:
reasonable selling price and payment schedule, prime location,
products with many utilities, easy access to internal and interregional
transport systems.

Sharing about the investment environment of Thai Nguyen
province, Mr. Nguyen Van Loi, Member of the Board of Directors of
Tecco Group, Director of Tecco Thai Nguyen Branch, said, "We are
very confident when we chose Thai Nguyen as the investment
destination. Here, we receive the close coordination of the local
government. With our available potential, we are doing very well in the
province.”

Creating sustainable values
Tecco Group is known to have 20 years of experience in the real

estate sector. Currently, the group is involved in many business fields,
including residential property, vacation property, services, quarrying
and water production. With a strong financial potential, the group has
more than 60 commercial and residential projects, hotels, and resorts
spanning the country. Starting out as a real estate investor in Ho Chi
Minh City since 2001, Tecco Group has carried out many large-scale
construction projects in Hanoi and northern provinces. Present in
Hanoi since 2009, Tecco Group has constantly strived to overcome
challenges to become a powerful real estate developer and gain the
trust of partners and customers. Tecco Group has affirmed its success
in every project.

The outstanding features of Tecco-invested projects are, in
addition to top quality and after-sales service, added values of a
product - a measure of community trust in the group. For example, in
Vinh City, in building C1 Quang Trung Apartment in 2004, Tecco
Group designed a serviced shophouse system on lower floors. This
design model became a trend in Ho Chi Minh City after 15 years. Vinh
Tan New Urban Area, after 15 years, has become more spacious,
cleaner and more beautiful with green trees, water-conditioning lakes
and parks. In Ho Chi Minh City, apartment buildings such as Tan
Tao, Linh Dong and Binh Thanh are well favored by customers. In
Hanoi City, Tecco's project in Tu Hiep - Thanh Tri is considered the
“most beautiful apartment complex” in the region as compared to
other apartments with similar prices.

Tecco Group’s products are favored by customers. In each
province/city where Tecco has construction projects, the Tecco brand
quickly wins complete confidence from customers. The leadership of
Tecco Group always believes that “Making a house for sale is like
making it for yourself. As a matter of fact, a customer normally saves
for a long time to have enough money to buy a house, he/she must feel
satisfied with it. Let’s think, if you buy a house and you feel dissatisfied
and uncomfortable, how will you feel? Remember this to deliver the
best services to customers.”

Tecco Group's core values are measured not only by products but
also by people. Staffed by experienced, dynamic and responsive
engineers, architects, and managers, Tecco is chosen for partnership by
top-class vacation property investors in Vietnam like Crystal Bay
Group to invest in a series of projects with a combined investment
capital of VND20 trillion.n



V
inacomin - Viet Bac Mining Industry Holding
Corporation, formerly known as Coal Company
3, was established on July 1, 1980, under
Decision 42 DT/TCCB dated June 17, 1980 of
the Minister of Electricity and Coal. Through its

40 years of impressive development, the corporation has
overcome numerous challenges and difficulties to obtain
significant achievements. Vinacomin - Viet Bac Mining
Industry Holding Corporation has successfully built a solid

foundation for further strong development over the past 40
years, steadfast under the approach “Coal-based business
diversification”. 

Proud history
Looking back on the early days of construction, the

corporation managed 22 affiliated units with more than 10,000
employees, most of whom were construction workers and low-
skilled workers. The firm’s coal mines had small production
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40 years (1980 - 2020) is long enough to confirm the steps and foundation of
sustainable development of a large-scale business. For Vinacomin - Viet Bac
Mining Industry Holding Corporation, that affirmation is substantiated,
together with stunning achievements of rapid growth, reputation and quality.

Vinacomin - Viet Bac Corp. is honored for excellent achievements in emulation movement on its 40th anniversary



capacity and outdated mining equipment. Some mines had no
access to the national power grid but used local generators to
produce electricity for production activity and workers’
livelihoods as in Nong Son coal mine and Khe Bo coal mine.
Given low labor productivity, employees' life was very difficult.

The corporation’s annual coal output was 300,000-400,000
tons a year in the 1980-1990 period. Coal revenue accounted
for just a third of the gross revenue. Its employees primarily
worked in civil and industrial construction engineering,
transportation, mechanical repair, construction material
manufacturing, sand and gravel extraction, and wood and
forest product processing.

Under the leadership of Vietnam National Coal, Mineral
Industries Holding Corporation Limited (Vinacomin),
Vinacomin - Viet Bac Mining Industry Holding Corporation
worked out an equitization plan to operate as a holding
corporation and submitted it to competent authorities for
approval. On January 26, 2015, the Prime Minister issued
Decision 132/QD-TTg to ratify the equitization plan and the
corporation was resultantly transformed into a joint-stock
business entity from October 1, 2015 with a registered capital
of VND1,050 billion. This event opened a new period of
sustainable development of Vinacomin - Viet Bac Mining
Industry Holding Corporation.

After being transformed into a new operating form, the
corporation conducted a restructuring program in 2016-2020,
with a vision to 2025, approved by Vinacomin Group under
Decision 2195/QD-TKV dated December 11, 2017, under
which Vinacomin - Viet Bac Mining Industry Holding
Corporation continued to improve the organizational
management model, restructure the workforce for a leaner
apparatus, divest its stake from some fields to focus resources
for developing two core business lines - coal and cement - as
well as perfect and reform the internal governance to
modernize and professionalize its technology and governance,
and enhance its competitiveness, performance and
sustainability.

Up to now, the corporation has completed restructuring
four affiliated units and nine joint stock companies with
nearly 4,000 people with managerial qualifications, high
technical skills and professional skills and bought modern
production equipment. In the last 40 years, the firm has
produced and sold nearly 37.1 million tons of coal; removed
213.7 million cubic meters of rock and soil; manufactured and
sold 23.2 million tons of cement and 48.5 million square
meters of steel mesh used for mine roofs and 325 million
cement bags; and earned gross revenue of VND58,928 billion.

The current success of the corporation comes from the
viewpoint of “Harmonizing the interests of the corporation
with its responsibility to the development of communities
where its units operate. Well observing the direction of
superiors, taking advantage of the support and assistance of
the Party Committee, central and local authorities at all levels,
and overcoming difficulties for continued development,
Vinacomin - Viet Bac Mining Industry Holding Corporation
has built a strong force of technical workers dedicated to their
work, eager to learn and grasp new knowledge and new
technology for effective production and business. A
contingent of leaders and managers has sharp thinking,

decisive action, good management and perseverance in the
face of difficulties and respects State laws and policies. They
know how to mobilize the potential strength of the whole
corporation, how to help the corporation overcome difficulties
to succeed in all business situations. That has created a synergy
for Vinacomin - Viet Bac Mining Industry Holding
Corporation to successfully complete its tasks in different
stages.  

General Director Tran Hai Binh said, “Looking back on its
development history, we always respectfully preserve and
promote lessons learned. This is also a valuable tradition of the
corporation in the course of development: Persistently
renovating governance toward perfection of organization and
personnel - a decisive factor for the existence and growth of
the corporation”.

Firm steps into the future
Determined to foster innovations for development,

prepare all resources for deep global integration, in the coming
time, Vinacomin - Viet Bac Mining Industry Holding
Corporation will make intensive investment, speed up
scientific and technological application, continuously renovate
and perfect internal governance for better operational
performance, maximize profitability, generate jobs and stable
income for employees, increase dividends for shareholders
and pay more tax to the State Budget based on the goal “Safety
- Efficiency - Development”. The corporation will produce
enough coal for Na Duong and Cao Ngan thermal power
plants, cement factories and other consumers; increase the
output capacity of Na Duong coalmine to 1.2 million tons of
coal a year to feed Na Duong 2 thermal power plant, invest in
deeper mining at Nui Hong coal mine to over 500,000 tons a
year and at Khanh Hoa mine to over 800,000 tons a year. For
cement business, the corporation will make intensive
investment to improve productivity and coal quality and lower
product cost to boost the output to 3 million metric tons of
cement a year in the coming time.

With its valuable contributions of all employees in the past
40 years, Vinacomin - Viet Bac Mining Industry Holding
Corporation has been awarded many noble titles by the Party
and the State: Labor Hero in the doi moi (renovation) period
in 2005, Third-class Independence Order in 2006; and Second-
class Independence Order in 2015. Na Duong Coal Company
and Nui Hong Coal Company were honored with the Second-
Class Independence Order. Khanh Hoa Coal Company and
Na Duong Coal Company were named Heroes of the People's
Armed Forces. On its 40th anniversary (August 1, 1980 -
August 1, 2020), the corporation was honored with the
Emulation Flag by the Government and the Certificate of
Appreciation by the State Capital Management Committee.
That is the reward for enduring and tireless efforts of all
employees to nurture the prosperity of the corporation.

The future is open to both opportunities and challenges,
requiring employees of Vinacomin - Viet Bac Mining Industry
Holding Corporation to promote the tradition of solidarity,
diligence and creativity to create new forces for the
corporation to fulfil the strategic task of “extracting as much
coal as possible for national construction” assigned by the
Party and the State.n
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W
ith the “From Vietnam's strategic resources to
global high-tech materials” vision, after 10
years of development, Masan High-Tech
Materials has successfully transformed from a
mining company to a global supplier of high-

tech materials. Its product lines are key elements in supply chains
of high-tech companies, integrated into ongoing innovations in
semiconductor materials, 3D printing, robotics, electric cars,
renewable energy, medicine and aerospace. In June 2020, Masan
High-Tech Materials announced the completion of the acquisition
of H.C.Starck Group GmbH (HCS)’s global tungsten business.
The acquisition will provide Masan High-Tech Materials with
state-of-the-art manufacturing centers in each of key market areas
such as NAFTA, EU and APAC, with manufacturing facilities in
Canada, Germany and China; a world-class recycling platform
that is scalable across all business locations. Currently, combined
with existing product lines and expanded categories, the company
is able to create a firm position as it is making an operating profit
thanks to the prospective increasing demand for its product lines
such as high-tech materials used to support technological

advances; meet industrial infrastructure needs of
rapid urbanization in many developing
countries; and serve infrastructure
improvement programs in developed countries.

At the Annual General Meeting of
Shareholders on June 29, 2020, the company
announced changing its name from Masan
Resources Joint Stock Company (MSR) to
Masan High-Tech Materials Joint Stock
Company in order to demonstrate its new
vision and aspirations. This strategic step
aimed to make Masan High-Tech Materials a
manufacturer of high-tech industrial materials
based on a cross-integrated value chain. This
can help the company create a stable cash flow
through market cycles and while expanding
the output market by 3.5 times, from US$1.3
billion to US$4.6 billion. Following the
acquisition of tungsten business from H.C.

Starck, in October 2020, Masan High-Tech Materials and
Mitsubishi Materials (MMC) established a strategic alliance
under which the former received an investment of US$90
million from the Japanese corporation for 10% of stake in the
latter. The partnership with MMC, a strategic partner,
reinforces MHT's transition to a vertically integrated high-tech
tungsten platform. Through this cooperation agreement, MMC
will make great contributions while both MHT and MMC, at
the same time, will be in a favorable position to jointly develop
innovative solutions with outstanding effects for end customers,
thus promoting the growth of both sides.

Following the completion of the strategic investment
agreement, the two sides will discuss development of an
independent business unit to leverage and strengthen the synergy
of each party's near-deep processing tungsten platform to provide
customers with outstanding and flexible solutions for a
strategically integrated value chain, a critical factor for sustainable
growth, especially in the tungsten sector. As one of strong
tungsten platforms with a steady supply of primary materials
(refined) and secondary materials (recycled), processed into

Winning Global Markets 
with High Technology Materials

ENTERPRISE

Masan High-Tech Materials (MHT) is one of the largest integrated industrial
chemical and mineral producers in Vietnam. The Nui Phao polymetallic mine (in
Dai Tu district, Thai Nguyen province) managed and operated by MHT is the first
large-scale tungsten mine successfully launched and put into production in the
past 20 years. MHT is currently adopting the world’s best practices to continuously
grow and expand its business to increase shareholder equity value. MHT brings
together well-qualified and experienced experts working in international and
regional environments. These enthusiasts are proving to the world that a
Vietnamese company can lead the transformation of the global tungsten market.

Nui Phao polymetallic mine in Dai Tu district, Thai Nguyen province



tungsten oxide, tungsten powder and tungsten carbide of the
best quality, MHT prides itself on being a supplier of
innovative and advanced products. MHT's success is also
confirmed by the combination of a world-class research and
development foundation, and a force of dedicated and expert
application engineers capable of developing products that
satisfy technical and technological requirements to meet
ever-changing needs of customers.

Besides business performance, Masan High-Tech
Materials always focuses on social development goals.
Keeping its commitment to the community, in 2019, MHT
paid more than VND1,200 billion, its all-time high, to the
State Budget and focused on working with the community
and partners to support addressing local sustainable
development challenges. One success story about economic
recovery for local people toward sustainable development is
promoting the role of the Economic Recovery Loan Fund. In
2019, the company disbursed VND3.9 billion into the
Economic Recovery Loan Fund and pro-community

economic recovery programs through close
coordination with neighboring local

communities.
Masan High-Tech

Materials always sets
business goals together
with environmental
protection goals. At
MHT, all wastewater
monitoring stations are
automatically connected
to the Department of
Natural Resources and
Environment of Thai
Nguyen province, with
monitoring and tracking
data directly transmitted
to the department’s
database. At the same
time, the company steps
up community
information
transparency programs.
Each year, it welcomes
nearly 800 visitors
sightseeing and seeking
to learn the company's
operations.

Besides, MHT
specially takes care of its

employees’ life. The company continues to focus on training
and workplace health, improve the capacity of medical staff
and fire staff to ensure that all workers return home safely
and stay healthy after every day of work.

2020 is a difficult and challenging year, but MHT has
managed to obtain achievements thanks to ongoing efforts of
all employees, and support, cooperation and trust of
partners, government agencies, local communities and
stakeholders. Expectations, encouragement and support
from all parties are a great source of motivation for Masan
High-Tech Materials to steadily move on the journey of
building a sustainable future for Vietnam's mining industry,
as well as the global high-tech materials industry.n

Nui Phao
mine is forecast

to be one of the
largest tungsten

mines in the world
by leading mining
analysts, with a

proven potential ore
reserve of 66 million
tons (according to
the Mining License:
83,220,000 tons
of tungsten -
polymetallic

ore).

H.C. Starck Plant in Goslar, Germany

H.C. Starck Plant in Sarnia, Canada

Mitsubishi Materials Plant in Tsukuba, Japan
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W
ith the desire to build a modern,
civilized and friendly automatic
bus station model and create
convenience for people and
businesses, in 2016, Thai Nguyen

Transportation Joint Stock Company implemented
the Project on building a central bus station of Thai
Nguyen city. After nearly four years in operation,
Thai Nguyen city’s central bus station has really
become a bright spot in the passenger transport sector
of Thai Nguyen province in particular and the
country in general.

Currently, the process of operation of Thai
Nguyen city’s central bus station requires almost no
human intervention. Incoming vehicles need to swipe
cards at the entrance; the system will take photos of
license plates, save information about entry time of
the vehicle. If the bus is not eligible to enter the
station, the system does not raise the barrier, the staff
will ask the bus to repeat the entry procedure. After
entering the station, it is allowed to park at the lot and
sell tickets in the station. After that, the bus will make
the payment and when the payment is completed, an
order to leave the station will be issued. At this time,
the bus will swipe its card at the exit, the barrier is
raised to let it pass.

This is a modern, civilized, friendly, simple and
effective automatic bus station management system in
financial management that helps improve labor
productivity, increase transparency, create
convenience for people and businesses. Since its
operation, the bus station has applied information
technology, reformed administrative procedures
towards the development of electronic technology
applications. This is an inevitable trend, a popular
modern bus station model in the world.

In addition to the modern terminal system, the
company has introduced a number of policies to
support legal procedures such as opening a new route,
exempting from the 3-month toll collection time and
then 50% reduction in terminal charges in the next
three months. These have encouraged investors and
transport units to invest in vehicles, improve
production and business efficiency firstly for the bus
station, and then serve the transport business and the
people. Currently, the number of vehicles registered
to operate reaches 608, the number of vehicles
entering and leaving the station is 450 vehicles per
day/night, and they travel to 33 provinces and cities
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In recent years, although the economy
has experienced many fluctuations,
Thai Nguyen Transportation Joint

Stock Company has still affirmed its
position as one of the leading

companies in road transportation
business and transportation services in

the province. In 2019, the company
continued to deploy many new projects

to expand production and business to
increase its revenue, increase income

for employees and contribute to the
overall economic development of the

province.

The launching ceremony of the Motor Vehicle Registration Center



nationwide. With a commensurate investment in scale
and modern technology, the bus station meets the needs
of road passenger transportation in an efficient and
sustainable manner.

Following the success of Thai Nguyen city’s central
bus station, in May 2018, the company inaugurated the
bus interchange point - Thai Nguyen city’s central bus
station, with an area of 3,874 square meters with a total
investment of VND4.5 billion, including the following
items: Bus office building; waiting room; yard and
parking area. This is the point where various types of
transportation businesses share passengers to make
transport activities become synchronous and convenient.

Together with Thai Nguyen city’s central bus station,
the bus interchange point meets the current transport
demand, helping the business efficiency of transportation
enterprises increase and the people’s travel become less
costly, safer, and minimizes accidents and traffic
congestion in Thai Nguyen city. At the same time, it will
meet the development needs in the future and create an
emphasis on urban architecture for Thai Nguyen city.

It is known that this is a multi-purpose transfer
station that transport enterprises feel excited to
participate in, so far all bus vehicles in the province have
passed the transfer station. The company hopes it can
coordinate with the local government departments and

sectors to manage and exploit it the most effectively in
order to serve the people and businesses involved.

On June 12, 2020, Thai Nguyen Transportation Joint
Stock Company organized the opening of the Motor
Vehicle Registration Center 20-06D. The company spent
more than VND10 billion to build the Motor Vehicle
Registration Center 20-06D according to QCVN 103:
2019/BGTVT with an area of over 2,600 m2. After nearly
six months of construction, the center has been
completed and put into operation with two registration
lines equipped with modern European standards, and a
capacity for 140 vehicles/day. The operation criterion of
the center is to ensure the prestige, honesty of the registry
quality and the fast and convenient service quality.

In 2020, the company has been promoting production
and business, continuing to expand the scale of routes,
keeping customers stable, and focusing on promoting the
development of production, business, and building a
sustainable development company brand with the slogan
"Order - Civilized - Friendly Bus Station". At the same
time, the company aims to strongly develop the type of
inter-province bus; develop high-quality expressway
routes to shorten travel time; invest in the construction of
bus stations in districts of Dai Tu, Pho Yen and Phu
Binh; and expand the system of petrol stations at
advantageous points of business.n
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